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Abstract 
A T( G) triple is formed by taking a graph G and replacing very edge with a 3-
cycl wh r all of the new vertic s are distinct from all oth rs in G. An dge-disjoint 
decomposition of 3Kn into T( G) triples is call d aT( G) tripl ystem of order n. If 
we can decompose Kn into copies of a graph G, such that we can form a T(G) triple 
from each graph in the decomposition and produce a partition of the dges of 3Kn, 
then the re ulting T( G) triple sy tern is called perfect. 
W give necessary and sufficient condition for the existen e of p rfect T( G) tripl 
systems wh n G is a matching with >. edges, which we denot by U>.P2 . We th n 
give cyclic p rfect decompositions of 3J(n into T(U>.P2 ) triples for all n = 1 (mod 2>.) 
when >. is even (except for n = 4>. + 1 wh n >. > 8) as well as ompl tely solve th 
case >. = 3. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Graph Theory 
A graph G = (V, E) is a non-empty s t V , whose elements are called vertices, 
and a set E of unordered pairs of distin t elements from V call d edges. Giv n a 
graph G we will refer to its corresponding v rtex and edge s ts as V(G) and E(G) 
respectively. An example of a graph is given in Figure 1.1 . 
The complete graph on n verti es, d noted Kn , is the uniqu graph on n vertic s 
with an edge between every pair of v rtic s. An illustration of the omplete graph on 
9 vertices is given in Figure 1.2. 
1.1 GRAPH THEORY 
Figure 1.1: An example of a graph 
0 
5 4 
Figure 1.2: The complete graph on 9 ver tices 
The complet e bipartite graph with bipartition sets M and N of sizes m and n 
resp ctively, denoted K m,n, is the graph with all possible edges of the form { Vm, vn } , 
where Vm E M and Vn E N , but no edges of the form {vm,wm} or {vn,wn} where 
Vm,Wm E M and Vn, Wn E N . 
2 
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A subgraph of a graph G = (V, E) is a graph H = (V', E') with V' ~ V and 
E' ~ E. A decomposition of a graph His a family F of edge-disjoint subgraphs of 
H such t hat the union of all of the edges of the members ofF is the edge set of H . 
A decomposition of K6 into three subgraphs is given in F igure 1.3. 
Figure 1.3: An example of a decompo ition 
Given a family of graphs g, a {]-decomposition of H is a decomposition F 
such that every graph F E F is isomorphic to some G E g. If g = { G} then 
we use the shorthand G-decomposition. A C3-decomposition is given in Figure 1.4. 
G-decompositions are far more frequently the object of study than frivolou de om-
positions such as the one pictured in Figure 1.3. 
A multigraph is a graph where we are permitted to have multiple edg betw en 
a single pair of vertices. The largest number of edges between any pair of vertices is 
called the multiplicity of the multigraph . 
3 
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G • 
.-p 
3 • 4 • 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
6 • 
~-. 
• • • • 
Figure 1.4: A C3-decomposition of K 7 . 
We let cK n be the complete multigraph where each edge has multiplicity c; that 
is, there are c edges between each pair of vertices. F igure 1.5 shows 3K4 . 
Figure 1.5: The multigraph 3K4 
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Given a graph G = (V, E ), a vertex v E V is incident with an edge e E E if 
and only if e = { v, v'} for some v' E V . The degree of a vertex v is the number of 
distinct edges incident with that vertex, and is usually denoted deg ( v). 
A path is a simple graph wit h all vertices of degree 2 except for two vertices of 
degree 1. We denote a path on n vertices by Pn. A path on 4 edges is shown in 
Figure 1.6. A graph is connected if for any two vert ices u and v there is a path 
whose vertices of degree 1 are u and v . 
Figure 1.6: A path on 4 edges P4 
A connected graph where all vert ices have degree 2 is called a cycle. A cycle on 
6 vert ices is shown in Figure 1.7. We denote a cycle on n edges (and vertices) by Cn . 
We will use the terms 3-cycle and triangle interchangeably for the graph C3 . 
A matching in a graph G is a set of edges in a graph which have no vertices 
in common. Figure 1.8 gives an example of a matching as a subgraph of K 9 . We 
denote the graph G which consists of A disjoint copies of P2 by UAP2 . This graph is 
sometimes referred to as a A-mat ching. 
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Figure 1.7: A cycl on 6 ver tices C6 
7 
6 
• 
8 
• 
0 
• 
• • 5 4 
1 
~ 
Figure 1.8: An example of a 3-matching 
Giv n a complete graph on n v rti es, we can assign an arbitrary and distinct label 
from th set {0 1, 2 . . . n- 1} to ea h vertex . If this corr spond nee i given by the 
function f: V (Kn) ---t {0 1, 2, . . . , n - 1} then we can refer to th length of the dge 
between ver tices u and v by the absolute differ nee min{lf(u) - f (v)l , lf(v) - j (u ) l} 
6 
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where the subtract ions are computed modulo n. In any complete graph with an odd 
number of vertices (which we will be dealing with alma t exclu iv ly), the largest 
such di tance between any two vertic n- 1 is -
2
- and by convention w will denote 
t his quantity by m and write n = 2m + 1. 
1. 2 Design Theory 
A balanced incomplete block design or BIBD is a pair (V B) where V is a non-
empty set of v elements often referred to as points and B i a family of b k-subsets 
of V , called blocks , such that every lement of V occurs in r blocks and every pair 
of distinct elements from V occurs in exactly A blocks. 
A BIBD thus has five parameters v, b, k r, and A. However, the following classic 
theorem, a proof of which can be found in any elementary de ·ign th ory textbook 
such as [1], give orne relationship b twe n them. 
Theorem 1.1 If v, b, k , r , and A are the param eters of a BI BD then the following 
equalities hold: 
1. r(k - 1) = A(v - 1) 
2. bk = rv 
7 
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Theorem 1.1 tells us that any three parameters of a BIBD determine the other 
two; we will thus refer to a BIBD(v, b, k, T, .A) more concisely as a BIBD(v, k , .A). 
E xample 1.2 If we let V = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, then the unique BIBD(6, 3, 2) up to 
i amorphism is giv n by the set of blocks B = { {0, 1, 2}, {0, 1, 3} , {0, 2, 4}, {0, 3, 
5}, {0, 4, 5}, {1 , 2, 5}, {1 , 3, 4}, {1, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5} }. 
A par alle l class or r esolution class in a design is as t of blocks which par tit ion 
the point set V . A BIBD is r esolvable if there exists a par tition R of its block set 
B into parallel classes. R is called a resolution of the BIBD. 
Example 1.3 Table 1.1 gives a resolvable BIBD(9, 3, 1) where each row is a parallel 
class. 
{0, 1, 2} {3, 4, 5} {6, 7, 8} 
{0, 3, 6} {1 , 4, 7} {2, 5, 8} 
{0, 4, 8} {1 , 5, 6} {2, 3, 7} 
{0, 5, 7} {1, 3, 8} {2, 4, 6} 
Table 1.1: A resolvable BIBD(9, 3, 1) 
Let b0 E B be a block of a BIBD(v, k , .A) and let E be the permutat ion 
(0 1 2 . . . v - 1). Applying the permutation E to the block bo = {ao, a1 , .. . , aw } 
8 
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of size w produces a block b1 = { a0 + 1, a 1 + 1 . .. , aw + 1}, where the additions are 
performed modulo v . Note that b0 and b1 are distinct when k < v, and that b1 is 
not necessarily a block of the same BIBD. Suppose that applying E to b0 produces 
a different block b1 , applying E to b1 produces a block b2 distinct from all previous 
blocks, and so on until applying E to some block bx produces the block bo. We say 
that the set of distinct blocks {b0 , b1, .. . , bx} produced by applying the p rmutation 
E to successive blocks is the orbit of b0 under E. 
Let Bo , B1 , ... , Bx be th disjoint orbits of the x distinct blocks bo, b1, ... , bx under 
the (not necessarily distinct) permutations Eo, E1 ... , Ex respectively. A BIBD whos 
block set is the disjoint union B0 U B1 U ... U B x of the orbits of some set bo , b1 , ... , bx 
of disjoint blocks is called cyclic. The blocks b0 , b1 , .. . , bx are called the base blocks 
of the design. We will be primarily concerned with taking the orbits of base blocks 
under the canonical permutation (0 1 2 ... v - 1) . An example of a cyclic design 
constructed by this procedure using a single base block is given in Example 1.4. 
Example 1.4 Consider the point set V = {0, 1, 2, 3} and the block Ao = {0, 1 2}. 
By applying the permutation E = (0 1 2 3) to A0 , we obtain a new block A 1 = {1, 2, 3}. 
Similarly, by applying E to A1, we obtain another distinct block A2 = {2, 3, 0} ; and 
finally by applying E to A2 we obtain a fourth block A3 = {3 0, 1 }. By letting 
B = {A0 , A 1 , A 2 , A3}, we obtain a BIBD(4, 3, 2). Note that applying E to A3 produces 
9 
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A o again , so B is in fact the orbit of A0 under E. 
As in Example 1.4, we will often have v distinct blocks in the orbit of b0 under 
E; we say that a base block b0 E B' generates a 'short ' orbit und r E if fewer than v 
distinct blocks occur as t ranslations of b0 . 
A .A-fold triple system or TS (v , .A) is a BIBD(v, 3, .A). A 3-fold triple system 
is a BIBD(v, 3, 3). 
Theorem 1.5 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a .A-fold 
t riple system, and is given in II.2.2 of [5]. 
Theorem 1.5 A TS(v , .A) exists if and only ifv =/= 2 and .A = 0 (mod (gcd (v - 2, 6))) . 
A Steiner triple system on v points or STS(v) is a BIBD(v 3, 1). ecessary 
and sufficient conditions for their existence are given by Theorem 1.6, which is one 
of the earliest and most famous results in design t heory. In fact , a resolvable Steiner 
triple system of order v is known a a Kirkman triple system on v points, in 
honour ofT. P. Kirkman, who proved Theorem 1.6. 
Theorem 1.6 {8/ An S TS(v) exists if and only ifv = 1, 3 (mod 6). 
Since we will be primarily interested in cyclic triple systems, T heorem 1. 7 will 
also be relevant. 
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Theorem 1.7 {14] A cyclic STS(v) exists if and only ifv = 1, 3 (mod 6) and v-:/= 9. 
An example of a cyclic Steiner triple system of order 7 is given in Example 1. . 
We note that an STS(v) is equivalent to a C3-decomposition of Kv, and that thi 
example was in fact also illustrat d in Figure 1.4. 
E xample 1.8 If we let V = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} , then an STS(7) is given by the set 
of blocks B = {{0, 1, 3} , {1 , 2, 4} , {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 6}, {4, 5, 0} {5, 6, 1} , {6, 0, 
2} }. Note that this design can be produced cyclically by taking the orbit of the block 
A = {0, 1, 3} under the permutation E = (0 1 2 3 4 56). 
L t J( and G be sets of positive integers and let A be a positive integer. A group 
divisible design of index A and order v, denoted as a (K, A)-GDD, is a t riple (V, 
Q, B) where Vis a finite set of cardinality v, Q is a partition of V into parts (called 
groups) whose sizes lie in G, and B is a family of subsets (call d blocks) of V , which 
satisfy the following properties. 
1. If B E B then I B I E K. 
2. Ev ry pair of distinct elements of V occur in exactly A blocks or one group, but 
not both. 
3. IQI > 1. 
11 
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Furt hermore, if v = a1g1 + ... as9s and there are ai groups of size si for i = 1, ... , 
then a (K, .A)-GDD is of type gr1 . . . g~s . If A = 1 and J( = {k} , t hen we say t ha t a 
(K, .A)-GDD is a k-GDD. 
1.3 Description of Problem 
In 2004, Ku<;lik<;if<;i and Lindner introduced the concept of a perfect hexagon triple 
system, which is a partition of 3Kn into the graph shown in Figure 1.9, with the 
additional property tha t the shaded ' interior ' triangles form a decomposit ion of Kn 
into 3-cycles, i.e. a Steiner triple system [9]. 
Figure 1.9: A hexagon triple 
This definition has been genera lized by several authors. First, Billington and 
Lindner defined a T( G) triple to be the graph obtained by t aking any subgraph G 
of Kn and forming the graph wit h a 3-cycle on each edge, where each third vertex is 
distinct from any other in G [3]. Examples of T ( G) triples where G is a cycle and a 
path are given in Figures 1.10 and 1.11 respectively. An edge-disjoint decomposit ion 
12 
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of 3Kn into T(G) triples is called a T(G) triple system of order n [3] . 
Figure 1.10: A T(C6 ) triple 
Figure 1.11: A T(P4 ) triple 
ow suppose that Kn can be partition d into copies of G. If a G-de omposition 
exists wher we can form aT( G) triple from each graph in the decomposition and pro-
duce a partition of 3Kn , then Billington, Lindner, and Rosa referred to the resulting 
T(G) triple system as perfect [4]. Equivalently, we define a perfect decomposition 
of 3Kn into T(G) to beaG-decomposition :F of Kn such that for each graph G E :F 
we can form a T(G) triple and produce a T(G)-triple decomposition of 3Kn. The set 
13 
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of positive integers n for which a decomposition of 3Kn into a perfect T( G) triple 
system exists is called the spectrum. 
Consider the following series of examples, which give the construction for perfect 
T(C4 ) triple systems from [4]. A T(C4 ) triple is given in Figure 1.12. 
[a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h] a 
c 
d 
e 
Figure 1.12: A T(C4 ) triple 
Example 1.9 A perfect T(C4 ) triple system of order 9 is given cycli ally by th 
block [1, 0, 5, , 6, 4, 3, 7] (mod 9). 
Example 1.10 A perfect T(C4 ) triple system of order 17 is given cyclically by the 
blocks [16, 0, 11, 8, 9, 3, 10, 2] and [8, 0, 5, 7, 14, 1, 16, 4] (mod 17). 
14 
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Example 1.11 The graph K 4 ,4 ,4 is given in Figure 1.13. The graph 3K4 ,4,4 is ob-
tained by taking 3 copies of each edge in K4,4,4 . 
la 2a 3a 4a 
lc 
Figure 1.13: The graph K4,4,4 
A decomposition of 3K4,4,4 into T( C4 ) triples is given by the blocks 
[3c, 3&, 2c, 4a, 4c, 4&, 1c 3aJ, together with 8 oth r blocks obtained by applying the p r-
mutation (a , b, c) to the subscripts of the previous 4 blocks. 
Example 1.12 ecessary condition for the existence of a perfect T(C4 ) triple system 
are that n = 1 (mod 8) and n 2: . 
Perfect T( C4 ) triple systems of orders 9 and 17 were given in Exampl s 1. 9 and 
1.10. For n > 17, set n = 8s + 1 with s > 2 and take V(Kn) = { } U {(i,j) 11:::; 
i :::; 2s 1 :::; j :::; 4}. We form the blocks F of a perfect T(C4 ) triple system by the 
following four steps. 
15 
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1. If s = 0, 1 (mod 3), then we tal<-e a perfect T(C4 ) triple system of order 9, as in 
Example 1.9, place it on the vertex set {oo} U {(2i- 1, j) , (2i,j) 11 ~ j ~ 4} 
for 1 ~ i ~ s, and then place t he resulting blocks in F. 
2. If s = 2 (mod 3), then we take a perfect T (C4 ) triple system of order 17, as in 
Example 1.10, place it on the vertex set {(i,j) 11 ~ i ~ 4,1 ~ j ~ 4}, place 
the resulting blocks in F , and then repeat 1. for 3 ~ s . 
3. If s = 0, 1 (mod 3), then we take a 3-GDD of type 28 on {1 , 2, ... , 2s} with 
groups {2i- 1, 2i} for 1 ~ i ~ s. Such a GDD is known to exist [5]. For each 
block xyz in the GDD, t ake the blocks of a decomposition of 3K4,4,4 into T(C4 ) 
triples as in Example 1.11 with vertex set {(x,j) 11 ~ j ~ 4} U {(y ,j) 11 ~ 
j ~ 4} U {(z,j) 11 ~ j ~ 4} and place these blocks in F. 
4. If s = 2 (mod 3) then we take a 3-GDD of type 4128 - 2 on {1, 2, ... , 2s} with 
groups {1, 2,3,4} and {(2i - 1, 2i)}, for 3 ~ i ~ s, and t hen repeat 3. for each 
block xyz of the GDD. Once again, such a GDD is known to exist [5]. 
The resulting system (V(Kn), F ) is a perfect T (C4 ) t riple system of order n. 
Clearly, the hexagon triple in Figure 1.9 can be described as a T(K3) triple. 
Kii~iik~if~i and Lindner determined that the spectrum for perfect hexagon triple 
systems is n = 1, 3 (mod 6) [9]. For n = 1, 9 (mod 12) and n f. 9, they took a 
16 
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decomposition of 2Kn into C6 and subdivided each 6-cycle into two hexagon triples 
to form a perfect T(K3 ) triple system. They then proceeded to construct cycli per-
feet hexagon triple systems for all orders n = 7 (mod 12). To handle the final case, 
. n 
n = 3 (mod 12), they considered 2 subcases. When 3 = 1 (mod 6) , they u ed GDDs 
together with derangements (permutations which do not leave any elements fixed) in 
a manner similar to Example 1.12; otherwise they used Kirkman triple systems and 
GDDs, again in a way similar to Example 1.12. 
The constructions of Billington, Lindner, and Rosa for perfect T( C4 ) triple systems 
were given in Example 1.12. They also determined the spectra for perfe t T(G) tripl 
systems when G is the 'kite' graph in Figure 1.14 using the same t chniques [4]. They 
also determined the spectra for perfect decompositions of 3>-.Kn into T(C4 ) and T(G) 
triples when G is a kite. 
Figure 1.14: A 'kite' G on the left and the corresponding T(G) triple on the right 
Lindner and Rosa determined the spectrum for perfect T(K4 ) triple systems, which 
they referred to as perfect dexagon triple systems [11]. They began by showing that 
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any BIBD(v, 4, 2) can be expanded to a T(I<4 ) triple system which is not perfect. 
They then exploited the structure of several GDDs t o construct perfect dexagon triple 
systems of all orders n = 1 (mod 12) except for several small cases they handled 
separately using techniques similar to Example 1.12. 
Billington and Lindner then determined the spectra for all oth r graphs on 4 or 
fewer vertices [3]. In particular, their cyclic constructions for perf ct T (P2 ) and 
T (P2 U P2 ) tripl systems will be given in Chapter 3. They also used cyclic con-
structions to build perfect T (P3 ) triple systems, and perfect T (P4 ) and T (K 1,3 ) triple 
systems when n = 1 (mod 6). To construct perfect T (K 4 -e) triple systems, where 
e is any edge of K4 , they used GDDs as in Example 1.12. They also u d the same 
techniques to construct perfect T (P4 ) and T (K 1,3 ) triple systems when n = 3 (mod 6). 
The spectra for perfect T ( G) triple syst ems have thus been determined for all 
graphs G on 4 or fewer vertices. However , the spectra for graphs on larger numbers 
of vertices is still an open problem. 
We consider the problem of determining the spectrum for p erfe t T( G) t riple 
systems when G is matching with A edges, where A is an arbitrary positive int ger. 
Note that this A is not relat ed to the one introduced as a parameter of a BIBD 
introduced earlier. We will begin by describing this problem as both a graph theory 
and a combinatorial design problem. 
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In essence, we are studying the following graph decomposit ion and colouring prob-
lem. Take n vertices, and draw two red edges and one blue edge between each pair 
of vertices. Decompose the blue copy of Kn into ?--matchings and then constru t 
an edge-disjoint decomposition of 3Kn into sets of ?--disjoint 3-cycl s, by adding two 
incident red edges to each edge of the blue matching. Given A, the question is to 
determine the spectra of n for which such a decomposition exists, and describe what 
the decompositions look like. 
We will indicate which edges of 3Kn are coloured blue in our graphs by drawing 
them in bold. 
The analogous design problem is unusual for two particular r easons. As with many 
designs, we begin with a set of v points with non-negative integer labels. Furthermor , 
we wish to arrange them into triples such that each pair occurs exactly thrice - if 
these were the only conditions, the problem would in fact be that of finding 3-fold 
triple systems. However, we introduce two additional constraints - the triples must 
be further arranged into families of a constant number of point-disjoint triples, and 
there must be a way of selecting one pair from each triple in the design to form a 
BIBD(v, 2, 1) . We illustrate in Example 1.13 that in some cases there xist specifi 
examples of known designs which satisfy these conditions, but we are not aware that 
this problem has been previously studied in g neral. 
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Given that there are many open problems in t his area, it is quite reasonable to 
ask why we chose to look at matchings. In fact, Billington and Lindner suggested 
looking at paths or cycles, since the problems of decomposing Kn into copies of Pm 
or Cm have been extensively studied [2], [15], [18], [19]. 
The T(G) trip! s when G is a cycle or a path, which were given in Figures 1.10 
and 1.11 respectively, consist of 3-cycles which share some vertices. The T( G) triples 
when G is a matching are sets of disjoint triangles, which are more clo ely related 
to other decompositions which have been studi d previously. Thus, we concluded 
that studying perfect T(U>.P2 ) triple systems would be both a mor generaliz d and 
tractable problem than that of perfect T(Pm) or T (Cm) triple systems. 
1 .4 Examples 
Example 1.13 The blocks for a perfect T(P2 U P2 U P2) triple system with n = 9 are 
given in Table 1.2. For the fir t three rows, the first pair in each triple constitutes 
the blue edge. In the remaining nine rows, the first and third elements form the blue 
edge for the first two triples, while the last two elements form the blue edge in the 
last triple. One reason that this example is illustrative is b cause the last nine rows 
have repeated triples, but with different blue dges each time. In addition note that 
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the first row of triangles generates a short orbit. 
(4, 5, 0) (1, 2, 6) (7, 8 , 3) 
(5, 6, 1) (2, 3, 7) (8 , 0, 4) 
(6, 7, 2) 
(0, 1, 3) (2, 4, 7) (5, 6, 8) 
(1 2, 4) (3, 5 8) (6, 7, 0) 
(2, 3, 5) (4 , 6, 0) (7, 8 , 1) 
(3, 4, 6) (5, 7, 1) ( ) 0 , 2) 
(4, 5, 7) 
(5, 6, 8) (7, 0, 3) (1, 2, 4) 
(6, 7 0) (8, 1, 4) (2 3, 5) 
(7, 1) (0, 2, 5) (3, 4 , 6) 
(4, 5, 7) 
Table 1.2: A perfect T(P2 U g U P2 ) triple system of ord r 9 
The base triangles are given in Figure 1.15, while the full perf t T(U3P2 ) triple 
system is given in Figure 1.16. ote furthermore that by taking the rows of Table 1.2 
or the sets of triangles in Figure 1.16 as parallel classes this is a resolvable BIBD(9, 
3, 3). 
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7 2 
6 3 
5 4 5 4 
Figure 1.15: The base triangles for a perfect T(U3P2 ) triple system with n = 9 
s
0
, ~8°1 %8°1 2 7 2 7 2 
6 3 6 3 6 3 
5 4 5 4 5 4 
~ WZh ~A 
6~3 6~ 3 6 3 
5 4 5 4 5 4 
~~~ 6w3 6~ ,3 6~ lf-3 
5 4 5 4 5 4 
rn~ ~ "~ 6v AJ3 6W3 6~3 
5 4 5 4 5 4 
Figure 1.16: A perfect decomposition of 3I<9 into T(u3P2 ) t ripl s 
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Example 1.14 The base blocks for a perfect T (u3P2) tripl syst em with n = 13 are 
given in Figure 1.17. 
0 
Figure 1.17: The base triangles for a perfect T(U3P2 ) triple system with n = 13 
Example 1.15 The base blocks for a T (U3P2) triple system with n = 15 are given 
in F igure 1.18. Note that that the first set of triangles generat a short orbit. 
Figure 1.18: The base triangles for a perfect T(u3P2) triple syst m with n = 15 
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1. 5 Generalized Skolem Sequences 
A Skolem-type sequence is a sequence (Si)?;1 of 2n integers from the set {1, 2, ... , n } 
such that each integer occurs exactly twice, and if sj and sk are the two occurrence 
of the integer m then jj- kJ = m. They are named in honour of Thoralf Skolem , who 
solved the problem of partit ioning the integers from 1 to 2n into the differences from 
1 to n in 1957 [17]. These sequences have connections to Steiner t riple systems [1] 
and applications to graph labeling [13]. Skolem sequences can also b generalized so 
that each integer occurs more than twice [16]. 
A gen eralized Skolem sequence of order t and multiplicity s is a sequence 
GS = (ai, a~, . . . , a~8 ), i E {1 , 2, . . . , s} of t s integers from {1, 2, .. . , t} that satisfi s 
the following two properties. 
1. For every k E {1 , 2, .. . , t} and for every i E {1 , 2, ... , }, there exist s elements 
2. If a1i. = a1i. then J (u+ l ) - j,. = k for 1 < u < s - 1. u (u+ l ) - -
A generalized extended Skolem sequence of order t and multiplicity 
with d zeros is a sequence GES =(al,a~, ... ,a~s+d ) , i E {1 , 2, . . . ,s} of ts integ rs 
from { 1, 2, . .. , t} , d 2: 1 that sati fi s the following three properties. 
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1. For every k E {1 , 2, ... , t} and for every i E {1, 2, ... , s }, there exists element 
. GES { i i i } h th t i - ; - - ; - k 1n , aj1 , a12 , . . . aj. sue a aj1 - a12 - · · · - aj. - . 
2. If a~,. = aj(u+l ) then J(u+l) - Ju = k for 1 ~ u ~ s - 1. 
3. There are exactly d zeros in the sequence (where dis the minimum number of 
zeros that can exist in the sequence). 
E xample 1.16 The following sequence is a generalized extended Skolem sequence of 
order 8 and multiplicity 3. 
111242724 6047536835736058 
There has also been some study of odd- and even- Langford s quences, which 
can be considered as Skolem sequences using only odd or only even integers possibly 
with some differences missing [12]. We will apply the following gen ralizations of t hese 
sequences to the problem of constructing perfect T(U>.P2) triple systems in Chapter 
4. 
If t is even then a gen eralized extende d ev en Skolem s q uence of o r der 
t and multiplicit y s wit h d zeros is a sequence GEES = (a~ , a~ , . . . , a i•<•+ t > d) 
2 + 
. s(t + 1) . . 
z E {1 , 2, ... , s} of 2 mtegers from {2, 4, 6, ... , t - 2, t}, d ~ 1 that sat1sfies t he 
following three propert ies. 
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1. For every k E {2, 4, 6, ... , t - 2, t} and for every i E {1 , 2, . .. , s }, there exist s 
elements in GEES, { a~1 , a~2 , •.• , a~J such that a~1 = a~2 = · · · = a~. = k . 
2. If a1i. = a1i. then J (u+ l ) - Ju = k for 1 < u < s - 1. u (u+l) - -
3. There are exact ly d zeros in t he sequence (where d is t he minimum number of 
zeros that can exist in the sequence) . 
Example 1.17 The following sequence IS a generalized xtended ven Skolem ·e-
quence of order and multiplicity 3. 
4080 4 600 4 0 86 202026 8 
If t is odd then a generalized extended odd Skole m sequen ce of o r d er 
t and multiplicity s with d ze ros is a sequence GEOS = (a~,a~, . .. ,a~+d), 
2 
ts 
E {1 , 2, . . . ,s} of 2 integers from {1 , 3,5, ... , t- 2,t}, d ~ 1 that atisfies the 
following three properties. 
1. For every k E {1, 3, 5, . . . , t- 2, t} and for every i E {1, 2, . . . , s }, t here exist s 
elements in GEOS, { a~1 , aj2 , • •. , a~J such that a~1 = a~2 = · · · =a~. = k. 
2. If a1i. = a1i. then J (u+ l ) - Ju = k for 1 < u < s- 1. u (u+l ) - -
3. There are exactly d zeros in the sequen e (where d is the minimum number of 
zeros t hat can exist in the sequence) . 
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Example 1.18 The following sequence is a generalized extended odd Skolem se-
quence of order 7 and multiplicity 3. 
3 7 5 3 0 0 3 5 7 1 1 1 5 0 0 7 
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Chapter 2 
A theorem of Lamken and Wilson 
and the existence of perfect 
T (U >..P2) triple systems 
In this chapter, we will introduce terminology in order to describe a theorem of 
Lamken and Wilson on the existence of graph decomposit ions. We will then use that 
theorem to prove a result about the exist ence of perfect T (U>.P2) triple systems. 
2.1 DEFINITIONS AND A THEOREM OF WILSON AND LAMKEN 
2.1 Definitions and a theorem of Wilson and Lamken 
This next set of definitions are modified from [10] and l ad up to Theorem 2.1. We 
denote the integers and t he natural numbers by Z and N resp ectively. Similarly, we 
denote the set of n-vectors with elements inN by N n. 
A directed gra ph or digraph G = (V , A ) is a set V of ver tices an l a set A of 
ordered pairs from V called arcs. ote that graphs can be considered as a special 
case of directed graphs where for every arc (u, v) E A ther is an arc (v, u) E A. Using 
this correspondence all of the following results about directed graphs hold trivially 
for simple graphs. 
We consider only [directed] graphs with finite numbers of [arcs] edges and vert ices. 
An r-ed ge-coloured graph [digraph] has every edge [arc] associated with xactly 
one of a set of r colours. Such a graph is simple if it has no loops (arcs of the form 
(u, u) for some vertex u of G). Simple digTaphs have the additional condition that 
given any pair of vertices x, y there is only one of the arcs (x, y) or (y , x). Given a 
digraph, the opposite of an arc (x, y) is the arc (y, x). 
We denote the complete digraph on n vert ices wit h arcs of each of r colours 
between every ordered pair of vert ices by K~r) . This digraph has rn( n- 1) arcs and is 
simple if and only if T = 1. ote that in the case of the (undirected) complete graph 
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. . . Tn(n- 1) 
w1th edges ofT colours between every pan of vertices, there are 2 edges but 
it is again simple if and only if T = 1. 
Given a vertex x of an T-edge-coloured digraph G the degree-vector of x, r(x) 
is the 2T-vector 
r(x) = (in1(x), out1(x), in2(x) , out2(x), ... , inr(x), outr(x)) 
where inj(x) and outj(x) denote the number of arcs of colour j at the vertex x that 
are directed inward and outward respectively. Note that this is ju t a generalization 
of the cone pt of degree which encompasses both direction and colour. 
In the case of the simple digraph }(~··), then we trivially have that for each ver-
tex v in V(K~r)), r(x) = (n- 1, n- 1, ... , n- 1). If we then want to talk about 
a decompo ition g of J(~r) , then for each vertex v in V(Jd'")) we must have that 
L::cEg(inl (x ), out1 (x), in2 (x), out2(x ), ... , inr(x ), outr(x )) = ( n- 1, n - 1, ... , n- 1). 
We will therefore desire some notation to describe linear combinations of r(x). 
If we denote the vertices of a graph G by x 1, x2, ... , Xn then w can find constants 
c1, c2, . . . , Cn so that L::~= I c;r(x;) =(to , t0 , ... , t0 ) and t0 E Z is minimal. Since this 
minimal constant t0 is a parameter of the graph G , we defin 'Y(G) = to . 
We can now state Theorem 2.1, which is a result about the xistence of G-
decompositions of J(~r). 
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Theorem 2.1 (10} Let G be a simpler-edge-coloured digraph with m edges of each 
of r different colours. There exists a constant n0 = n 0 ( G) such that the complete 
r -edge-coloured digraph K~) admits a G-decomposition for all integers n 2: n 0 that 
satisfy the following conditions: 
n(n- 1) = 0 (mod m) (2. 1) 
n- 1 = 0 (mod 'Y(G)). (2.2) 
2 .2 The existence of perfect T(U>.P2) triple systems 
We can derive a result about the existence of perfect T(U>.P2) triple systems using 
Theorem 2.1, but first we derive necessary conditions using count ing arguments which 
more clearly reveal the reasons for these const raints. 
Proposition 2.2 Necessary conditions for the existence of a perfect T(U>.P2) triple 
sy tem of order n are that n(n- 1) = 0 (mod 2>-.), n = 1 (mod 2) , and n 2: 3>-. . 
PROOF: To have ).. distinct triangles we must have at least 3).. distinct vertices. 
Since every vertex in the decomposition into triangles is adjacent to exactly two 
verti es, every vertex must have even degree and n must be odd. 
Furthermore the number of edges in each graph of the decomposition must divide 
3n(n- 1) 
the total number of edges, so 
2 
= 0 (mod 3)..). • 
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Although n(n- 1) = 0 (mod 2A) may have many solutions for a fixed A, we remark 
that n = 1 (mod 2A) is always a solut ion, and we will show in Corollary 4.9 that if A 
is a power of 2 then it is the only odd solution. 
We can in fact get a stronger result than Proposition 2.2 as a consequence of 
Theorem 2.1 by associating every arc with an opposite arc of the same colour, th n 
corresponding each of these pairs of opposite arcs of the sam colour with an undi-
rected edge of that colour, and setting 7· = 3. Furthermore we consider the perfect 
T(U;..P2 ) triple system problem, by making each undirected edge in ach 3-cycle a 
different colour, t hen associating two of the colours with each oth r. 
Corollary 2.3 There exists a constant no = no(U;..P2) such that perfect T(U;..P2) 
triple systems of order n exist for all n > n0 where n also satisfies n( n - 1) = 0 
(mod 2A) and n = 1 (mod 2) . 
PROOF: Comparing Theorem 2.1 with the statement of Corollary 2.3, we claim that 
m = 2A and r(U;..P2) = 2. 
Since each of the A 3-cycles has 2 edges of each colour, it should be clear that 
m=2A. 
We wish to establish that r(U;..P2) = 2. Suppose that v0 v1, ... , V3>-.- l are the 
vertices of U;..P2 . We need to show that 2 is the minimal constant t 0 such that 
2::::;~ 1 Ci- lr(vi- d = (to, to, . . . , to) , for any constants co, c1, ... , C3>-.- 1· 
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Because we are dealing exclusively with undirected multigraphs, 
Using t his fact we define a bijection N 6 ---t N 3 given by 
---t T
1 
( v) = ( deg1 ( v) , deg2 ( v), deg3 ( v)). 
Denote the vertices of U>.P2 by vi, i = 0, 1, . .. , 3>.- 1 (where vo, v1 v2 are in the 
same triangle). 
It is easy to show that 1'(U>.P2) ~ 2. Since every vertex v E V(U>.P2) is a vertex 
of a 3-cycle, it has exactly two neighbours and T( v) = 2. There are many possi-
ble combinations of constants eo, c1 , . . . , c3>.-l which give 2:::::;~ 1 CiT1 (vi); for example 
consider 
3>. { 1 if i = 1 2 3 I 1 1 1 L CiT (vi)= (2,2, 2) where Ci = . 
•=1 0, otherwise. 
We prove that 1'(U>.P2 ) ~ 2 by way of contradiction. 
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Suppose that -y(U>.P2) = 1 so that 
c1 + c2 + C4 + c5 + ... + C3>.-2 + C3>.-1 1 
C1 + C3 + C4 + C6 + .. . + C3>.-2 + C3).. 1 
c 1 + c2 + c3 + c4 + c5 + ... + C3>.-1 + C3>. 1 
since 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
(where the unaugmented part has 3..\ columns) row reduces to 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 
which does not have an integral solution, so -y(U>.P 2) > 1. • 
Comparing Proposition 2.2 with Corollary 2.3, we would conjecture that no = 3..\. 
In Chapter 3, we give constructions for cyclic perfect T(U>.P2) triple systems for 
small values of ). and all corresponding values of n. In Chapter 4 we construct cyclic 
perf ct T(U >.P2) triple systems of orders n = 1 (mod 2..\) when .A is even , allowing us to 
completely solve the conjecture for an infinite family of graphs. This provid s support 
for our conjecture and allows us to look at the structure of these decompositions. 
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Constructing cyclic perfect T (U :\P2) 
triple systems for small A 
In this chapter we construct perfect T(U>..P2) triple systems when A = 1, 2 and 3 for 
all value of n which satisfy Propo ition 2.2. The results and construction for A = 1 
and A = 2 come from [3]; the constructions for A = 3 are new results. 
3.1 Constructions of Billington and Lindner 
These constructions enabled completion of the spectra of perfect T( G) triple system 
where G s; K 4 . Since these constructions were designed to handle a particular number 
3.1 CONSTRUCTIONS OF BILLINGTON AND LINDNER 
of vertices and we are interested in determining the spe tra of p erfect T ( G) tripl 
systems where G has an arbitrary number of vertices, we will need to make some 
significant adjustments to cover other cases. 
3.1.1 Constructing cyclic perfect T(P2) triple systems 
Theorem 3.1 A cylic perfect T (P2) triple system of order n exists if and only if 
n 2:: 3 is odd. 
PROOF: Since .A = 1, Proposition 2.2 says that if a perf ct T(P2 ) triple systems of 
order n exists then n(n - 1) = 0 (mod 2) , n = 1 (mod 2), and n 2:: 3. Ther fore n = 1 
(mod 2). 
n- 1 
The construction is given in Table 3.1, where 1 ~ i ~ -
2
- . This onstruction 
is illustrated in Figure 3.1 , where n = 2m + 1. The column on the right gives the 
edge lengths of the triangles while the column on the left gives distinct vertices of 
base triangles with those edge lengths. The blue edges have the edge length of t he 
third entry of the triple in the column on the left and are between the first and 
second vertices in the column on the right. An edge of each possible edge length 
n - 1 
occurs directly as an edge of the form {0, i}, for each i from 1 to -
2
- . Every other 
edg of the blue copy of K n is obtained by taking the orbits of these dges under 
E = (0 1 . . . n - 1) . Since there are exact ly n edges in the orbits of each of th s 
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n(n - 1) 
edges, there are exactly 
2 
blue edges, which is exactly the number of edges in 
I<n. ow consider the red edges given in Table 3.1. Each of the edge lengths from 1 
n- 1 
to -
2
- occur exactly once as edge between i and 2i since each such edge has length 
i . The red dges of the form {0, 2i} have length 2i . Taking 1 ~ i ~ l n ~ 1 J gives all 
of the even lengths between and possibly including 2 and m. If l n ~ 1 J ~ i ~ n ~ 1 
then 2i modulo 2m+ 1 is odd and we produce all possible odd lengths. Furthermore, 
3(n- 1) 
the table directly gives 
2 
edges. Each triangle in the table has exactly n 
triangles in it s orbit under E = (0 1 ... n - 1), so the triangles in the table together 
. . . . 3n(n- 1) 
wtth then· orbtts under E gtve all 
2 
edges of 3I<n. • 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2i, i, i) (0, i, 2i) 
Table 3.1: Construction for perfect T(P2 ) triple sytems 
2 2i 2m 
~~~ 
0 0 0 m 
Figure 3. 1: The base triangles for perfect T(P2 ) triple systems 
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3.1.2 Constructing cyclic perfect T(P2 U P2) triple sytems 
Theorem 3.2 A cylic perfect T (P2 U P2) triple system of order n exists if and only 
if n = 1 (mod 4) and n ~ 6. 
PROOF: Since .X = 2, Proposition 2.2 says that if a perfect T (P2 ) triple systems of 
ord r n exists then n(n - 1) = 0 (mod 4) , n = 1 (mod 2) , and n ~ 6. Since we 
must haven= 1 (mod 2), it must be t rue that n = 1, 3 (mod 4). However , if n = 3 
(mod 4) then n (n - 1) = 2 (mod 4) ¢. 0 (mod 4) . We conclude that we must have 
n = 1 (mod 4). 
The main construction is given in Table 3.2 where 1 < i < n~l and the double 
lines separate the general construction from those for the differences where i = 1 and 
i = n~ l . This construction works for n > 9. The left hand column gives the edge 
lengths of the base triangles while the column on the right gives distinct ver t ices with 
corresponding edge lengths. The base triangles are illustrat ed in Figure 3.2, where 
n = 2m + 1. The blue edges again have the edge length of the third entry of the 
triple in the column on the left and are between the first and second vertic . All odd 
edge lengths occur exactly once as edges of the form {0, 2i - 1} except for 1 which 
occurs as the edge {0, 1} and n ~ 3 which occurs as the edge { 0, n ~ 3 } . All of the 
even blue edge lengths occur exactly once as edges of the form {1 , 2i + 1} except for 
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2 and n ~ 1 which occur as the edges {3, 5} and { 2, n; 3 } respectively. All other 
edges from the blue copy of Kn occur in orbits of these edges under the permutation 
E = (0 1 . . . n- 1). 
Now consider the red edges. One edge of each odd length occurs as an edge of 
the form {2i- 1, 4i- 2}, which has length 2i- 1 except for 1 which occur in the 
edge {1, 2} of the triple (0, 1, 2) and n ~ 3 which occurs in the edge { n ~ 3, n- 3} 
while one edge of each even length occurs as an edge of the form {2i + 1, 4i + 1} which 
n-1 
has length 2i except for 2 and -
2
- which occur as the edges {5, 7} and {1, 2m+ 2} 
respectively. 
Another red edge of each length congruent to 2 modulo 4 occurs as an edge of 
the form {0, 4i- 2} , 1 < i :::; l n- 3 J except for 2 which occurs in the edge {0, 2}. 
The remaining even r d edges, which have lengths congruent to 0 modulo 4, occur as 
edges of the form { 0, 4i + 1} , 1 < i :::; l n ; 1 J , except for 4 which occurs in the edg 
{3, 7}. 
For the edges of the form {0, 4i- 2}, when l n; 3 J < i < n ~ 1 we have that 
4i - 2 > n ~ 1. We thus consider such edges to have length n - 4i + 2 which is 
less than or equal to n~l, and congruent to 3 modulo 4 since n = 1 (mod 4). This 
gives another copy of all red edge with lengths congruent to 3 modulo 4 except for 3 
which occurs in the edge {0, n- 3}. Similarly, the edges of the form {1, 4i + 1} with 
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l n ; 1 J < i < n ~ 1 have length n - 4i, which gives t he remaining red edges with 
lengths congruent to 1 modulo 4 xcept for 1 which occurs in the edge {1 , 2} of th 
trip! { 1, 2, n; 1 } · 
Furthermore, Table 3.2 directly gives 2 ( 3(n; 1) ) edges. Each triangle in the 
table has exact ly n triangles in its orbit under E, so the triangles in t he table toget her 
with their orbits under E give all 3n(n
2
-
1) edges of 3I<n. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2, 1, 1) (0, 1, 2) 
( 4, 2, 2) (3, 5, 7) 
(4i - 2, 2i- 1, 2i- 1) (0, 2i - 1, 4i - 2) 
( 4i, 2i, 2i) ( 1, 2i + 1, 4i + 1) 
n -3 n -3 (3 , ~,~) n -3 (o ,~, n - 3) 
n- 1 n -1 (1,~,~) n+1 (2 ,~, 1 ) 
Table 3.2: Construction for perfect T (U2P2 ) triple systems 
The construction for a perfect T(u2P2 ) triple system of order 9 is given in Table 
3.3, wh re the double line separates the two s ts of two ver tex disjoint base triangles; 
these base triangles are illustrated in Figure 3.3. • 
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Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(1, 2, 3) (0, 1, 3) 
(2, 3, 1) (2, 4 5) 
(3 2 4) (2, 5, 0) 
( 4, 4, 1) (3, 7, ) 
Table 3.3: Construction for a perfect T(u2P2) triple system of order 9 
2 4i- 2 2m -2 
~~~ 
0 0 2i - I 0 m - 1 
7 4i +I 
Figure 3.2: The base triangles for perfect T (U2P2) triple systems 
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7• 
6• 
8 
• 
5 4 
2 7 2 
3 3 
5 
Figure 3.3: The base triangles for a perfect T(U2P2) triple system of order 9 
3.2 Constructing cyclic perfect T(P2UP2 UP2) triple 
systems 
According to Proposition 2.2 the necessary conditions for the existence of a perfect 
T(U3P2) t riple system are n = 1, 3 (mod 6) and n ~ 9. In this section we constru t 
perfect T(u3P2) triple systems of all such orders n. Since n is odd, we use the notation 
introduced in Chapter 1 by letting n = 2m + 1. 
We construct the desired d compositions as triple sy t ms using design th ory 
techniques. We give a set of base triangles, which together with their orbits under 
the permutation E = (01 ... n), gives a perf ct T(u3P2) triple system of ord r n. Note 
that although all of our constructions are cyclic, there may exist perfect T(U3P2) 
triple systems which are not. 
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The constructions are given in tables, with the first column indicating the edge 
lengths given by the vertices in the second column. The first length in the column 
on the left is the length of the blue edge, which we call our indexing edge length. If 
this length is odd then it is between the first two vertices in the column on the right; 
otherwise the length is even and it is between the first and third vertices in the second 
column. 
We will consider two cases, when n = 1 (mod 6) and when n = 3 (mod 6). First, 
consider n = 1 (mod 6) . Let n = 6k + 1 for some positive integer k. Then there 
are 3k distinct edge lengths that must be considered in a cyclic onstruction. In 
particular, since we wish to partition 3Kn, each of these lengths must occur 3 times 
in our construction. 
We will form triples of edge lengths of t he form ( d1 , d2, d3 ) in the following 
n - d1 
manner. If the indexing difference d1 is odd , then we set d2 = d3 = - 2- W 
call th triangles formed by such edges of differences d1 , d2 , d3 (out r' triangles. If 
dl 
the indexing difference d1 is even, then we set d2 = d3 = 2 . We call the triangles 
formed by these kinds of differences (inner ' triangles. We call the first difference in 
these triples, d1, the indexing difference. If we consider the set of triples form d 
by letting d1 vary from 1 to 3k, we will see that in fact every length occurs exactly 
three times, and in particular only once as the first coordinate of the triple. 
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We will partit ion these triples into subsets of three triples such that each of these 
subsets will have indexing differences either of the form 6i + 1, 6i + 2, and 6i + 3, or of 
the form 6i + 4, 6i + 5, and 6i + 6. (Slightly different constructions will be necessary 
in both cases.) From these subsets of triples, we will form triangles with those edge 
lengths. 
We do something very similar in the case n = 3 (mod 6), but there is a slight 
difference. Letting n = 6k + 3, we see that this time, there are 3k + 1 distinct edge 
lengths. We will consider the triple (1, 3k + 1, 3k + 1) as a special case, and again 
form triples as in the previous case, but this time we will form subsets by using the 
indexing differences 6i + 2, 6i + 3, and 6i + 4, and also the differences 6i + 5, 6i + 6, 
and 6i + 7. Then , as before, we will construct triangles with these edge lengths. 
Lemma 3.3 If n = 1 (mod 6) and n ~ 13 then there exi ts a cyclic perfect T(U3P2) 
triple system of order n. 
PROOF: In this case we note that m = 0 (mod 3) . Therefore we can arrange each of 
the m blue edge lengths into tripl s. 
First we consider the case where the indexing edge length is congruent to 1, 2, or 
3 modulo 6. 
By restricting ourselves to the case n ~ 13 we know that m ~ 6 so that there exist 
blue edges with lengths in these congruence classes. Therefor , we can write the blu 
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n - 13 
edge lengths as 6i + 1, 6i + 2, and 6i + 3 where 1 ::; i ::; ----u- if n = 1 (mod 12) and 
n - 7 
1 ::; i ::; ~ when n = 7 (mod 12). Since the largest possible difference in 3 J(n is 
m , we deduce that m ~ 6i + 3 and thus n ~ 12i + 7. 
The general construction for triangles with blue edges of lengths 6i + 1, 6i + 2 
6i + 3 is given in Table 3.4. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(6i + 1, m - 3i, m - 3i) (0, 6i + 1, m + 3i + 1) 
(6i + 2, 3i + 1, 3i + 1) (1, 3i + 2, 6i + 3) 
(6i + 3, m- 3i- 1, m - 3i- 1) (2 , 6i + 5, m + 3i + 4) 
Table 3.4: Construction for blue edges of lengths 6i + 1, 6i + 2, and 6i + 3 when n = 1 
(mod 6) 
Since n ~ 12i + 7 all of the positions of the v rtices are distinct integers for i ~ 1. 
If i = 0 we use the triangles cyclically generated by the construction in Table 3.5. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(1, m , m) (0, 1, m + 1) 
(2, 1, 1) (6 , 7, 8) 
(3, m - 1, m - 1) (2, 5, m + 4) 
Table 3.5: Constructions for blue edges of lengths 1, 2, and 3 when n = 1 (mod 6) 
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The positions in Table 3.5 are distinct whenever m + 1 ~ 9 and thus for n ~ 19 
using the fact that n = 1 (mod 6) . The only missing case for n ~ 9 is n = 13. The 
generating triangles for this case are given in Table A.1 in Appendix A. 
Taking the orbits of the appropriate triangles under the permutation 
E = (0 1 . .. n - 1) gives all blue edge with lengths congru nt to 1, 2, or 3 modulo 
6. 
Next we consider the case where the indexing edge length is congruent to 4 , 5, or 
0 modulo 6. 
Once again, by restricting ourselves to the case n ~ 13 we know that there exist 
blue edg lengths in these congruence classes. This time we write the blue edge 
n -13 
lengths as 6i + 4, 6i + 5, and 6i + 6 where 1 ::=; j ::=; ----u- if n = 1 (mod 12) and 
n- 19 
1 < i < -- if n = 7 (mod 12). Since m > 6i + 6, we conclude that n > 12i + 13. 
- - 12 - -
The general construction for these base triangles is given in Table 3.6. 
As with the previous base triangl s the posit ions are distinct for i ~ 1. If i = 0 
use the constructions from Table 3.7. 
T he positions of the vertices in Table 3. 7 are distinct if m + ~ 11 ; this holds 
in all case since m ~ 4. Again taking the orbits of the appropriate triangles under 
E = (0 1 ... n - 1) gives all blu edges with lengths congruent to 4, 5, or 0 modulo 
6, so together with the previous construction we have the desired system. • 
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Triangle with edge lengths V rtices 
(6i + 4, 3i + 2, 3i + 2) (0, 3i + 2, 6i + 4) 
(6i + 5, m- 3i - 2, m - 3i - 2) (2, 6i + 7, m + 3i + 5) 
(6i + 6, 3i + 3, 3i + 3) (3, 3i + 6, 6i + 9) 
Table 3.6: Construction for blue edges of lengths 6i + 4, 6i + 5, and 6i + 6 wh n n = 1 
(mod 6) 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(4, 2, 2) (0, 2, 4) 
(5, m - 2, m- 2) (5, 10, m + 8) 
(6, 3, 3) (3, 6, 9) 
Table 3.7: Construction for blue edges of lengths 4, 5, and 6 when n = 1 (mod 6) 
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Lemma 3.4 If n = 3 (mod 6) and n 2: 9 then there exi ts a cylic perfect T(U3P2 ) 
triple system of order n. 
PROOF: Since n = 3 (mod 6) , the largest minimum positive edg length is m = 
n- 1 
- 2- = 1 (mod 3). We conclude that after splitting the blue edg lengths into 
triples we will still have one blue edge length left over. First, since n = 3 (mod 6), 
write n = 2m+ 1 = 6t + 3 so that m = 3t + 1. We then generate n edges of length 1 
and 2n edges of length m using the base triangles with vertices at (0, m, m + 1) , (t, 
t + 1, m + t + 1) , and (2t + 1, m + 2t + 1, m + 2t + 2) by applying the permutation 
n (0 1 ... n- 1) exactly 3 times since these base triangles produce a short orbit. ote 
that these positions are distinct for m 2: 4, since m = 3t + 1. The blue edges are 
between the first two vertices so that we produce exactly n blue edges of length 1. 
We consider the case when the blue edge lengths are congruent to 2, 3, and 4 
modulo 6. 
We restrict ourselves ton 2: 9 so there exist blue edg lengths in these classes. This 
n - 15 
time we write the blue edge lengths as 6i + 2, 6i + 3, and 6i + 4 where 1 ~ i ~ - 1-2-
n - 9 
if n = 3 (mod 12) and 1 ~ i ~ 1""2 if n = 9 (mod 12). Certainly m 2: 6j + 4 so 
n 2: 12j + 9. The most general construction is given in Table 3.8. 
The positions in Table 3.8 are again distinct fori 2: 1. Fori = 0 the construction 
is given in Table 3.9. 
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Triangle wit h edge lengths Vert ices 
(6i + 2, 3i + 1, 3i + 1) ( 4, 3i + 5, 6i + 6) 
(6i + 3, m - 3i - 1, m- 3i- 1) (0, 6i + 3, m + 3i + 2) 
(6i + 4, 3i + 2, 3i + 2) (1, 3i + 3, 6i + 5) 
Table 3.8: Construction for blue edges of lengths 6i + 2, 6i + 3, and 6i + 4 when n = 3 
(mod 6) 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2, 1, 1) (1, 2, 3) 
(3, m- 1, m- 1) (0, m - 1, 2m- 2) 
(4, 2, 2) (4, 6, 8) 
Table 3.9: Constructions for blue edge of lengths 2, 3, and 4 when n = 3 (mod 6) 
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The positions in Table 3.9 are distinct for m 2: 10; the remaining cases are given 
in Tables A.2, A.3, and A.4 respectively, all of which are in Appendix A. Taking the 
orbits of the relevant triangles under the permutation E = (0 1 . .. n - 1) gives all of 
the blue edges with lengths congruent to 2, 3, or 4 modulo 6. 
Next we consider when the blue edge lengths are congruent to 5, 0, and 1 modulo 
6, when the length is bigger than 1. 
If n = 9 then the only blue edges in these congruence class s are tho e of length 1 
which we have already constructed. We thus restrict our elves to looking at n 2: 15. 
n - 15 
We write the blue edge lengths as 6i + 5, 6i + 6, and 6i + 7 where 1 ~ i ~ ------u- if 
n- 21 
n = 3 (mod 12) and 1 ~ i ~ ------u- if n = 9 (mod 12). In this case m 2: 6i + 7 so 
n 2: 12i + 15. The general construction for this case is given in Table 3.10. 
Triangle with edge lengths V rtices 
(6i + 5, m - 3i - 2, m - 3i - 2) (0, 6i + 5, m + 3i + 3) 
(6i + 6, 3i + 3, 3i + 3) (1, 3i+ 4, 6i+7) 
(6i + 7, m- 3i - 3, m - 3i- 3) (2, 6i + 9, m + 3i + 6) 
Table 3.10: Construction for blue edges of lengths 6i + 5, 6i + 6, and 6i + 7 when 
n = 3 (mod 6) 
The positions in Table 3.10 are distinct for i 2: 1; fori = 0 use Table 3.11. 
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Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(5, m - 2, m - 2) (0, 5, m + 3) 
(6, 3, 3) (1 4, 7) 
(7, m- 3, m- 3) (2, 9, m + 6) 
Table 3.11: Construction for blue edges of lengths 5, 6, and 7 when n = 3 (mod 6) 
These positions are distinct for m + 3 2: 10 and hence for m 2: 7. For n = 9 use 
Table A.2 and for n = 15 use Table A.5, both of which are in Appendix A. 
Again taking t he orbits of the relevant triangles under E gives all of the blue edges 
whose edge lengths are congruent to 5, 0, or 1 modulo 6 when they are greater than 
1; together with the construction for other edge length congruencies this gives all 
desired blue edges. • 
ote that part of the construction for n = 9 was illustrated in Figure 1.15. 
The combined results of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 constitute a proof for the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.5 A cyclic perfect T(u3P2 ) triple system of order n exists if and only if 
n = 1, 3 (mod 6) and n 2: 9. 
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Constructing cylic perfect T(U AP2) 
triple systems for A 2w and n 1 
(mod 2A) 
The main problem we wish to consider is perfectly decomposing 3J(n into T(U>.P2) 
triples when A = 0 (mod 2) and n = 1 (mod 2A) . Although Proposition 2.2 po-
tentially gives many values of n for which such a decomposition exi ts , we consid r 
only n = 1 (mod 2A) for two important reasons: n = 1 (mod 2A) i a solut ion to 
n(n- 1) = 0 (mod 2A) and n = 1 (mod 2) for any value of A and it implies that 
n - 1 
-
2
- = 0 (mod A) . This second fact gr atly simplifies our approa h to the prob-
CONSTRUCTING CYLIC PERFECT T (U>.P2) TRIPLE SYSTEMS FOR ). = 2w AND 
n = 1 (mod 2>.) 
n- 1 lem, since it means we can group the -
2
- distinct blue edge lengths into sets of 
>. . In particular, we will divide the blue edge lengths into the sets {1, 2 ... , .A}, 
{ 
n - 2>. + 1 n - 1 } { >. + 1, >. + 2, ... , 2>.} , . .. , 2 , ... , - 2- . ote furt hermore that together 
>. = 2w and n = 1 (mod 2.A) imply that n = 1 (mod 4w). 
The number of edges in the matching is determined >. = 2w. As always, let 
n- 1 
n = 2m+ 1. If n is odd, t hen the largest edge length is -
2
-, or m. All of the edges 
from 3K n thus have lengths from the set { 1, 2, ... , m}. If the edge { u, v} in E (3!( n) 
has length d, then we can obtain n- 1 other edges of length d by taking the orbit 
of the edge { u, v} under the permutation (0 1 ... n- 1) to obtain the edges { u + 1, 
v + 1} , { u+ 2, v + 2}, ... , {u + n - 1, v + n -1} modulo n respectively. It is therefor 
possible to take one edge of each length from 1 tom and cyclically generate Kn . 
We start with one edge of each length 1, 2, .. . , m, which will be the blue edg 
length, and then set up triangles (d1 , d2 , d3 ) in the same manner as in Section 3.3. 
n-1 
Clearly, there will be at least ~ distinct base triangles. 
We denot by L>.,m(p>. + 1, (p + 1)>.) the set of edge lengths associated wit h the 
n-1 
indexing dge lengths p>. + 1, p>. + 2, .. . , (p+ 1)>. , where 0 ~ p ~ ~· For example, 
L8,64 (17, 24) refers to the edge lengths given in Table 4.1, where the first edge length 
in each triple is for a blue edge. 
Our goal becomes to find triples of distinct vertices such that the edge lengths 
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n = 1 (mod 2A) 
Triangle with edge lengths 
(17, 61, 61) 
(18, 9, 9) 
(19, 60, 60) 
(20, 10, 10) 
(21, 59, 59) 
(22, 11 , 11) 
(23 , 5 ' 58) 
(24, 12, 12) 
Table 4.1: The triples of edge lengths referenc d by Ls,64(17, 24) 
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n-4w-1 
betw en them are given by L>.,m(p/\ + 1, (p + 1)A) , for 0 ::; p::; 4w . 
4.1 Constructions for p > 2 
Lemma 4.1 If A 2: 4 is even, n = 1 (mod 2A) , and p 2 2 then ther-e exist A base 
triangles with edges of the lengths in L>.,m(Ap + 1, A(p + 1)) such that the triangles aTe 
ver-tex disjoint. 
PROOF: The general constructions are given in Table 4.2, where 0 ::; i ::; w- 1 and 
n-4w-1 
2 ::; p ::; 4w 
Triangle with edge lengths Vert ices 
(2wp+ 2i+ 1, m-wp-i , m-wp-i) (w + i + 1, 2wp + w + 3i + 2, m + 
wp+w+ 2i+2) 
(2wp+2i+2, wp+i+ 1, wp+i+1) (i, wp+ 2i + 1, 2wp+ 3i + 2) 
Table 4.2: Primary Construction for p 2 2 and w = 1, 2 (mod 3) 
The bulk of the proof is to show that the vertices are di t inct for any values of i 
when p is fixed. Rather than showing that positions are not equivalent modulo n, we 
use the following 6 conditions, the first of which shows that a ll of the positions are 
least nonnegative residues modulo n. The remaining conditions show that each set 
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of positions is strictly smaller than those with the next largest coefficient. ote that 
these bounds are stronger than absolutely necessary, but they suffice for our purpose . 
The two sets of posit ions with the smallest coefficients are different since i < 
w-1<w+1:Sw+i+ l. 
The set of posit ions written as w + i + 1 are different from those identifi d as 
wp + 2i + 1 since w + i + 1 ::; 2w < wp + 1 ::; wp + 2i + 1 whenever p ~ 2. 
The next biggest sets of positions are distinct since wp + 2i + 1 ::; wp + 2w - 1 < 
2wp + 2 ::; 2wp + 3i + 2 whenever p ~ 2. Note that also wp + 2i + 1 ::; wp + 2w- 1 < 
2w p + w + 2 ::; 2w p + w + 3i + 2. 
For t he largest positions we have that 2wp + w + 3i + 2 ::; 2wp + 4w - 1 < 
m + w p + w + 2 ::; m + w p + w + 2i + 2 as well as 2w p + w + 3i + 2 ::; 2w p + 4w - 1 < 
m + wp + w + 2::; m + wp + w + 2i + 2 whenever p ~ 1. 
T he family of positions with the largest coefficient is m + wp + w + 2i + 2. It 
can be be placed in at worst the largest vertex, 2m, since m + wp + w + 2i + 2 ::; 
m + wp + 3w + 2 ::; 2m whenever p ~ 1. Sine we have alr ady shown that all of th 
other positions are smaller, this means that all of the positions are at most n. 
Since we have already shown that all of the vertices are least nonnegative residue , 
we need only show that 2wp+w + 3i+2 ¢ 2wp + 3j + 2 (mod3) which holds whenever 
w = 1, 2 (mod 3). In the case w = 0 (mod 3) we use the modified constru tion giv n 
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in Table 4.3; note that all of the constraints for the construction in Table 4.2 are 
strong enough for this one as well . 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2wp+ 2i + 1, m-wp-i, m-wp-i) (w + i, 2wp + w + 3i + 1, m + wp + 
w + 2i + 1) 
(2wp + 2i +2, wp + i + 1, wp+i+ 1) (i, wp + 2i + 1, 2wp + 3i + 2) 
Table 4.3: Primary construction modified for p ~ 2 and w = 0 (mod 3) 
We conclude that for the positions of a given set of base triangles (that is, a fixed 
value of p) , we have disjoint 3-cycles. It should be clear that the edges from this 
construction correspond to L>.,m(p>-. + 1, (p + 1)>-. ). • 
Returning to the constraints from above, t he case w = 1 was solved by Billington 
and Lindner; therefore to complete the proof we need only show the cases p = 0 and 
p = 1. 
4.2 Constructions for p = 1 
Our first construction for p = 1 involves sp lit t ing the blue edges of even length, 
placing the small ones in the middle and the large ones at the end while keeping all 
of the blue edges of odd length t ogether. 
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Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(17, 56, 56) (0, 17, 73) 
(19, 55, 55) (1 , 20, 75) 
(21, 54, 54) (2, 23, 77) 
(23, 53, 53) (3 , 26, 79) 
(25 , 52, 52) (4, 29, 81) 
(27, 51, 51) (5 , 32, 83) 
(29, 50, 50) (6, 35, 5) 
(31 , 49, 49) (7, 38, 7) 
(18, 9, 9) (39 , 48, 57) 
(20 10, 10) (40, 50, 60) 
(22, 11 , 11) (41, 52, 63) 
(24, 12, 12) (42, 54, 66) 
(26, 13, 13) (88, 101, 114) 
(28, 14, 14) (89, 103, 117) 
(30, 15, 15) (90, 105, 120) 
(32, 16, 16) (91, 107, 123) 
Table 4.4: Example of the first construct ion for p = 1 with n = 129 and ). = 16 
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Lemma 4.2 If A 2:: 4 is even, n = 1 (mod 2A), and p = 1 then for n > 15w + 1 
there exist A base triangles with edges of the lengths in L>.,m(A. + 1, 2A) such that the 
triangles are vertex disjoint. 
PROOF: The construction here is given in Ta ble 4.5 where 0 ::; i ::; w- 1, 0 ::; j ::; 
l~J - 1 and 0 < k < w - l~J - 1. 2 ' - - 2 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2w+2i+ 1, m-w-i, m-w-i) (i, 2w + 3i + 1, m + w + 2i + 1) 
(2w + 2j + 2, w + j + 1, w + j + 1) (5w + j- 1, 6w + 2j, 7w + 3j + 1) 
(2w+2 l~J +2k+2,w+ l~J +k+ 1 , ( m+3w+k, m+4w+ l ~J +2k+ 1, 
w+l~J+k+ 1) m + 5w + 2l ~ J + 3k + 2) 
Table 4.5: Construction for p = 1 
We prove that the triangles given in Table 4.5 are vertex disjoint by arguing that 
each set of positions (with variable i , j, k) are d istinct from all others by establishing a 
chain of inequalit i s. We compar the largest of one set of posit ions with the smallest 
of those with the next biggest coefficient. 
• 0 ::; i ::; w - 1 < 2w + 1 ::; 2w + 3i + 1 
• 2w + 3i + 1 ::; 5w - 2 < 5w - 1 ::; 5w + j - 1 
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l
wj llw 
• 5w + J. - 1 < 5w + - - 2 < - - 2 < 6w < 6w + 2]. 
- 2 - 2 -
• 6w + 2j :::; 6w + 2l ~ J :::; 7w < 7w + 1 :::; 7w + 3j + 1 
l
wj 17w 
• 7w + 3j + 1 :::; 7w + 3 "2 + 1 :::; - 2- + 1 < m + w + 1 :::; m + w + 2i + 1 as long 
as n > 15w + 1 
• m + w + 2i + 1 :::; m + 3w - 1 < m + 3w :::; m + 3w + k 
• m + 3w + k :::; m + 4w -l ~ J - 1 < m + 4w + l ~ J + 1 :::; m + 4w + l ~ J + 2k + 1 
• m + 4w + - + 2k + 1 < m +-- 1 < m + 6w + 2 < m + 5w + 2 - + 3k + 2 l
wj 1lw lwJ 
2 - 2 - 2 
• m + 5w l~J + 3k + 2 < m + 8w - l~J - 3 < m + 15w - 3 < 2m provided that 2 - 2 - 2 -
n 2: 15w - 5 
Based on these observations, we conclude that for n > 15w + 1 the construction 
in Table 4.5 gives vertex-disjoint tr iangles.• 
Hence for p = 1 we only need to consider 6w :::; n :::; 15w + 1. However, once 
again noting that A = 2w and n = 1 (mod 2A) = 1 (mod 4w), w an further restrict 
ourselves to the cases n = 12w + 1 and n = 8w + 1. 
It turns out t hat the case n = 8w + 1 is the most difficult since it provides the 
least amount of space for placing the t riangles. We believe that perfect T(U>.P2 ) triple 
system exist for such orders, as we have complet ely solved the cases A = 4, 6, 8 in 
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Appendix B and have some general constructions for the case n = 8w + 1 and p = 1 
in Appendix C. 
4 .2 .1 Constructions for p = 1 and n = 12w + 1 
Consider the construction for w = 4, n = 12w + 1, and n = 49 given in Table 4.6. The 
idea is to separate the edge lengths based on the congruence of the blue edge modulo 
4. The differences in the same class as 2w + 1 are placed in the earliest positions. 
The other odd congruence class is placed in the next available positions so that the 
largest positions from this class and the previous are not congruent modulo 3. One 
even congruence class is placed at the end and over the first set of positions; the other 
is placed after all of the other second positions, so that their third positions are in the 
unused congruence class modulo 3. In order for this construction to work in general 
we need to determine how many spaces to leave between each congruence class. 
Lemma 4 .3 If A is even, n = 1 (mod 2A) , and p = 1 then for n = 12w + 1 there exist 
A base triangles with edges of the lengths in L>.,m (A+ 1, 2A) such that the triangles are 
vertex di joint. 
PROOF: If w = 1, 5 (mod 6) , we use the construction given in Table 4.7, wher 
w- 1 w-3 
0 < i < -- and 0 < J. < --. 
- - 2 - - 2 
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Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(9, 20, 20) (0, 20, 40) 
(10, 5 5) (26, 31, 36) 
(11, 19, 19) (3, 22, 41) 
(12, 6, 6) (48 , 5, 11) 
(13, 18, 18) (1 19, 37) 
(14, 7, 7) (25, 32, 39) 
(15, 17, 17) (4, 21 38) 
(16, 8, 8) (47, 6, 14) 
Table 4.6: Construction for n = 49, w = 4 and p = 1 
Triangle with edge lengths Y, rtices 
(2w + 4i + 1, 5w- 2i , Sw - 2i ) (i , Sw- i, l Ow- 3i) 
(2w + 4i + 2, w + 2i + 1, w + 2i + 1) (6w- i + 1, 7w + i + 2, 8w + 3i + 3) 
(2w + 4j + 3, 5w - 2j - 1, 5w - 2j - 1) ( w + 1 w- 1 --+j 5w + --- j lOw + 2 , 2 , 
w- 3 ) 
- 2- -3j 
(2w + 4j + 4, w + 2j + 2, w + 2j + 2) (12w - j - 1, w + j , 2w + 3j + 2) 
Table 4.7: Construction for n = 12w + 1, w = 1, 5 (mod 6) , p = 1 
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We prove that t he triangles given in Table 4. 7 are vertex disjoint by arguing that 
each set of positions (with variable i, j, k) are distinct from all oth rs by establishing a 
chain of inequalit ies. We compare the largest of one set of posit ions with the smallest 
of those with the next biggest coefficient. This case has an extra subtlety. Several of 
the positions have the same coefficient, so we must prove t hat they are not congruent 
modulo 3. Furthermore, in order to maintain the chain of inequalit i s which shows 
t hat all of t he positions are less than or equal to 2m, we need t o show that the set of 
posit ions with the next smallest coefficient is small t han all of them, and that they 
are smaller than the set of positions with the next largest coefficient . 
w- 1 w+ l w+ l 
• O<i<--<--<--+J·<w- l <w<w+J. 
--2 2-2 - -
3w - 3 7w - 9 9w - 1 
• w + j S 2 < 2w + 2 S 2w + 3j + 2 S 2 < 2 < 5w - i 
w - 1 
• 5w - i < 5w < 5w + 1 < 5w + - - - J. 
- - 2 
w - 1 llw - 1 llw + 3 
• 5w + -- - J. < < --- < 6w - i + 1 < 6w + 1 2 - 2 2 - -
15w+3 
• 6w - i + 1 ::; 6w + 1 < 7w + 2 S 7w + i + 2 S 2 < 8w + 3 ::; 8w + 3i + 3 
• 
15w+3 
1. 7w + i + 2 S 2 < w + 3 S w + 3i + 3 
15w + 3 17w -7 
2. 7w + i + 2 S 2 < 2 S l Ow - 3i 
15w + 3 w - 3 3. 7w + i + 2 < < 9w - 3 < 1 Ow + -- - 3]. 
- 2 - 2 
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• 1. 8w + 3 + 3i ¢ lOw - 3i (mod 3) 
w- 3 
2. 8w + 3 + 3i ¢lOw+ -
2
- - 3j (mod 3) 
w-3 
3. lOw - 3i - 4 ¢ lOw + -
2
-- 3j (mod 3) 
19w + 3 23w + 1 
• 1. 8w + 3i + 6 < < < 12w - 1 - i 
- 2 2 
23w + 1 2. lOw - 3i < lOw < < 12w - 1 - i 
- 2 -
w - 3 2lw - 3 23w + 1 3. lOw+ -- - 3]. < < < 12w -1- i 2 - 2 2 
• 12w - i - 1 :S 12w - 1 < 12w 
Based on these observations, we conclude that for n > 15w + 1 the construction 
in Table 4. 7 gives vertex-disjoint triangles. 
The same core construction will work for w = 3 (mod 6) by making the small 
w -1 
adjustments due to parity given in Table 4.8 where once again 0 ::; i :S -- and 2 
w- 3 
0 < ]"<--. 
- - 2 
If w = 0, 4 (mod 6) , then we us the onstruction given in Table 4.9, where 0 :S 
w - 1 
i<--. 
- 2 
Again, a few small adjustments allow us to use the same core construction for 
w = 2 (mod 6), as given in Table 4.10 .• 
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Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2w + 4i + 1, 5w- 2i, 5w- 2i) (i , 5w- i, lOw- 3i) 
(2w + 4i + 2, w + 2i + 1, w + 2i + 1) (6w- i + 3, 7w + i + 4, w+3i+5) 
(2w+4i+3, 5w- 2i - 1, 5w- 2i - 1) ( w+3 w+ l -- + i 5w + -- - i lOw + 
2 ' 2 ' 
w -1 ) 
-2- -3i 
(2w + 4i + 4, w + 2i + 2, w + 2i + 2) ( 12w - i, w + i + 1, 2w + 3i + 3) 
Table 4.8: Construction for n = 12w + 1, w = 3 (mod 6) , p = 1 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2w + 4i + 1, 5w - 2i, 5w - 2i) (i, 5w - i , lOw- 3i) 
(2w + 4i + 2, w + 2i + 1, w + 2i + 1) (6w- i + 2, 7w + i + 3, 8w + 3i + 4) 
(2w+4i+3, 5w-2i-1, 5w-2i- l ) (
w + 2 w w- 2 
--+i 5w+--i lOw+---2 ' 2 ' 2 
(2w + 4i + 4, w + 2i + 2, w + 2i + 2) (12w - i, w + i + 1, 2w + 3i + 3) 
Table 4.9: Construction for n = 12w + 1, w = 0, 4 (mod 6) , p = 1 
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Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2w + 4i + 1, Sw- 2i , Sw- 2i) (i, Sw- i l Ow- 3i) 
(2w + 4i + 2, w + 2i + 1, w + 2i + 1) ( w w 6w + 2 - i, 7w + 2 + i + 1, 8w + 
~ + 3i + 2) 
(2w+4i + 3, 5w-2i- l , 5w-2i-l) (w + i + 1, 6w- i, llw- 3i- 1) 
(2w + 4i + 4, w + 2i + 2, w + 2i + 2) (w- i- 1, 2w + i + 1, 3w + 3i + 3) 
Tabl 4.10: Construction for n = 12w + 1, w = 2 (mod 6) , p = 1 
4 .3 Constructions for p = 0 
The p = 0 case is special because it involv s r lacing the blue edges with the largest 
and smallest edge lengths, which poses unique challenges. Our strategy is to place 
the largest blue edge lengths in such a way that it leaves two signifi ant gaps to 
accommodate the smallest blue edges in groupings of odd and even edge lengths. 
Lemma 4.4 If A 2: 4 is even, n = 1 (mod 2A), and p = 0 then there exist A base 
triangles with edges of the lengths in L.\,m(1, A) such that the triangles are vertex 
di :joint. 
w-1 
PROOF: If w is odd, we use the construction in Table 4.11 where 0 ::; i ::; -
2
- and 
w-3 h 1 .. w+l d 0 ::; j ::; -
2
- . In this construction, t e argest gap starts at posrtwn -
2
- , en s 
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· · 
5
w 
1 d h l 1 3 Th d 1 1 atposJtwnm- 2 + 2,an as engt1m- w+1 . ere isasecon arygapw ic 1 
. . 7w 5 7w- 5 
starts at position m + 1 ends at posit iOn 2m - 2 + 2, and has 1 ngth m - 2 
Triangl with edge length Vertices 
( 4i + 1, m - 2i, m - 2i) (i, m-i, 2m-3i) 
(4j + 3, m- 2j- 1, m - 2j- 1) (2m- 2w + j + 2, m- 2w - j , 2m-
2w- 3j- 1) 
Table 4.11: Construction for p = 0 and w = 1 (mod 2) 
We prove that the triangles given in Table 4.11 are vertex disjoint by arguing that 
each set of positions (with variable i, j, k) are distinct from all other by stablishing 
a chain of inqualities. We compare the largest of one set of positions with th smallest 
of tho e with the next biggest coefficient. 
w -1 2m - 6w + 3 
• i<--< <m- 2w-J· 
- 2 2 -
2m -w + 1 
• m - 2w - j~m - 2w < 2 ~m - i 
4m -7w + 7 
• m - i < m < < 2m - 2w - 3]. - 1 
- 2 -
• 2m - 2w - 3j - 1 ~ 2m - 2w - 1 < 2m - 2w + 2 ~ 2m - 2w + j + 2 
4m - 3w + 1 4m - 3w + 3 
• 2m - 2w + J. + 2 < < < 2m - 3i < 2m 
- 2 2 - -
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Based on t hese observation , we conclude that for n > 15w + 1 the construction 
in Table 4. 11 gives vertex-disjoint triangles. 
w Otherwise, w is even and we use the construction in Table 4.12 wher 0 < i < --1. 
- - 2 
This t ime, the largest gap begins at posit ion ~~ ends at posit ion m- 5; + 1, and 
has length m- 3w + 2. The secondary gap begins at position m + 1, ends at position 
7w 7w 
2m- 2 + 2, and has length m- 2 + 2. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vert ices 
( 4i + 1, m- 2i, m- 2i) ( i, m - i, 2m - 3i) 
( 4i + 3, m - 2i - 1, m - 2i - 1) (2m- 2w + i + 3, m- 2w - i + 1, 
2m- 2w- 3i) 
Table 4.12: Construction for p = 0 and w = 0 (mod 2) 
So far, we have constructed vertex disjoint triangles such that all of t he blue edges 
with odd lengths from 1 to 2w- 1 occur exactly once and all of the red dges with 
lengths from m - 2w + 1 to m occur exactly twice. In order to complete construction 
of a L>.,m(1, >.), we must construct vertex disjoint triangles using all of th blue edges 
wi th ven lengths from 2 to 2w- 1 exactly once and all of the red edg 1 ngths from 
1 to w exact ly twice. Note that these triangles need to be vertex eli joint but also 
hav vertices which are distinct from those in Table 4.11 or Table 4.12 depending on 
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whether w is ven or odd. 
ow for the blue edges with even length , we introduce recursiv construction 
to fit them into the two gaps. In fact , our constructions in this case can be viewed 
as ext nded odd and ven Skolem-type sequences of multipli ity 3 (which may have 
more than the 'minimum' number of possible zeros). We denote the sequences with 
even entries by E01 and those with odd entri s by 0 01 , wh r a: is the largest term to 
be placed. 
The onstruction for evens is given in Table 4.13 where a: is even , 0 ~ i ~ la:-31 j , 
0 ::::; j ::::; ~ -l ~J -l a: ; 1 J - 2 and 0 ::::; k ::::; l; J -1. An example of a sequenc 
constructed in this way is given in Example 4.5. 
Example 4 .5 The following equence i a generalized extended ev n Skolem-type 
sequence of order and multiplicity 3 constructed using Table 4.13. 
12 10 8 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 10 12 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 10 4 0 12 2 4 2 0 2 4 
W prove that th triangles given in Tab! 4.13 are v rtex di joint by arguing that 
each set of positions (with variable i, j, k) are distinct from all other by stablishing a 
chain of inequaliti s . We compare the largest of one set of positions with the smallest 
of those with the next biggest coefficient. Once again several of th positions have the 
same coefficient , so we must prove that they are not congruent modulo 3. Thereafter, 
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Triangle with edge lengths 
(2a: - 4i, a: - 2i, a: - 2i) 
( 2a: - 4l a: ; 1 J - 4j - 4, 
la:-1J a: - 2 - 3- - 2j - 2, 
a: - 2l a: ; 1 J - 2j - 2) 
( 4l; J - 2k 2l; J - k' 2l; J -
k) 
Vertices 
(i, a:- i, 2a: 
(i + 3 l~J 
3(i + l~J 
5o: 3l ~ J 2 + 18 
Placed in an 
- 3i) 
+ 3l a: ; 1 J ) + 3j + 7' 
) + l a: ; 1 J + j + 5, 
- la:;1J - j+3) 
position l a: - 1J - +1 3 . 
Table 4.13: Even Skolem-type Cons truction 
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in order to maintain the chain of inequalities we need to show that the s t of positions 
with th next smallest coefficient is smaller than all of them and that they are smaller 
than the set of positions with the next largest coefficient. 
The positions with the smallest co fficients are distinct since 0 :::; i :::; 
a - 1 2a + 1 a - 1 l a - 1 J 
-3- < 3 = a - -3- :::; a - -3- :::; a - i . 
la;1J < 
The n xt largest sets of positions ar also distinct becaus a - i :::; a < a + 1 = 
( a - 1) l a- 1J 2a - 3 - 3- :::; 2a - 3 - 3- :::; 2a - 3i. 
l
a- 1J a laJ la-1J Since 2a-3 -
3
- :::; 2a-3i and 2 +3 1 +3 - 3- + 3j +7 have similar 
5a a l a J ta -1 J coefficient we also require that a- i :::; a< 3 :::; 2 + 3 1 + 3 - 3- + 3j + 7. 
Byr writing %+3 l ~ J +3 l0; 1 J+3j+7as2a-3(~ - l ~J- a; 1j )+7+3j 
it should become clear that 2a-3i =f 2a+3 (~-l; J - l a; 1 J) +7+3j (mod 3). 
a-17 laJ a-3 l a-1J By using the facts that 
1 
:::; 
18 
and -
3
- :::; - 3- we have that 
3a laJ l a - 1J a laJ 2a - 3i :::; 2a < 2a + 2 :::; 2 + 3 1 + - 3- + j + 5 as well as 2 + 3 1 + 
l
a- 1J 3a l a J l a- 1J 3 -
3
- + 3j + 7:::; 2a + 1 < 2a + 2:::; 2 + 3 18 + - 3- + j + 5. 
· . . (a laJ) l a- 1J . Next we w1 h to argue that th sets of pos1t10ns 3 2 + 18 + - 3- + J + 5 
and 
5
; + 3l; J - l a ; 
1 
J - j + 3 are distinct. We know t hat a is positive, so w 
can ay that 2l; J +2 > 0, from which we can determine that a > a - l~J - 4 + 2. 
Further arithmetic manipulation and the fact that j :::; ~ - l; J - l a ; 1 J - 2 gives 
l
a - lj (a l a J l a - lj ) l a - 1J us that a > 2 -
3
- + 2 2 - 1 - - 3- - 2 + 2 2:: 2 - 3- + 2j + 2. 
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Reading from both ends of this inequality gives us that a > 2l a ; 1 J + 2j + 2 which 
can be rearranged to give us our desired result t hat 3 ( ~ + l ~ J ) + l a ; 1 J + j + 5 < 
Sa l a J la-1J 2 + 3 18 - - 3- - j + 3· 
By considering the largest posit ion in the sequence, this construction gives t he 
following upper bound on t he length of Ea : 
lEa l ~ s; + 3 l~J -l a; 1 J + 3- j ~ 7; + 4. 
Furthermore the recursive part of t he construction fits since ~ ( 2l~J ) + 4 ~ 
a- 2l a ; 1 J - 1 which holds for a 2: 1; , which is not a problem since there is no 
recursive part for a < 18. 
Based on these observations, we conclude that for n > 15w + 1 the construction 
in Table 4.13 gives vertex-disjoint triangles. 
The construction for odds is given in Table 4.14 where a is the largest red dge 
length t o be placed; 0 ~ i ~ l a ; 1 j, 0 ~ j ~ l ~ J -l a 1~ 3 J - l a ; 1 J - 2, and 
0 ~ k ~ l a 1~ 3 J - 1. A sequence constructed according to Tabl 4 .14 is given in 
Example 4.6. 
Example 4.6 The following sequence is a generalized extended odd Skolem-type 
sequence of order 9 and multiplicity 3 constructed using Table 4.14. 
9 7 5 1 1 1 0 5 7 9 0 0 5 0 0 7 0 0 9 
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Triangle with edge lengths Vert ices 
(2a - 4i, a - 2i, a - 2i) (i, a - i, 2a- 3i) 
( 2a - 4l a ; 1 J - 4j - 4, a- ( 2a - 3 ( l ~ J - l a 1- 3 J -
lo IJ la- 1J 2 --j- - 2j- 2, a- 2 - 3- - l o~l J ) + 3j + 7, 3 ( l ~ J + 
2j- 2) l o;S3 J ) + l o~l J + j + 5, 
ls; J + 3l a 1- 3 J -l a ; 1 J _ 
j + 3) 
( la-3J la-3J 4 ~ - 4k- 2, 2 ~ - Placed in an 0 2l olil J beginning at 
2k- 1, 2l a 1~ 3 J - 2k- 1) l a -1 J posit ion - 3- + 1. 
Table 4.14: Odd Skolem-type Construction 
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The construction gives a bound on the length of 0 0 : 
5o: l a:- 3J l a:- 1J 7a: 7 101 <-+3 - - - -]' +3<-+-. Q - 2 18 3 - 3 2 
7(2lQ- 3J -1) 7 
And again the recursive part of the construction fits because 1~ + '2 ::; 
la: - 1 J 0 39 0 0 0 0 a:- 2 - 3- - 1 wh1ch holds for a: ~ 16 , and 1s agam not a problem smce there 1s 
no recursive part for n < 18. 
Now we consider the problem of placing these odd and even Skolem type sequences 
into the gaps from the constructions in Tables 4.11 and 4.12. 
7w 
First , suppose that w is even. We wish to place an Ew which has length 3 + 4 
7w 7 
and an Ow-l which has length 3 + 6. The odd sequence always fits in the smaller 
7w 7 7w gap since 3 + 6 ::; m- 2 + 2. The even sequence fits in the longer gap when 
~ 3~ 
- + 4 < m- 3w + 2 which holds when n > - + 5. Noting that we haven= 1 3 - - 3 
32w (mod 4w) and that 12w + 1 > -
3
- + 5 when w ~ 3, the only missing cases are 
n = 12w + 1 when w = 2 and n = 8w + 1. When w = 2, an E2 is given by the 
sequence 2 0 2 0 2 which has length 5, while under the further assumption that 
n = 12w + 1 the gap has size m- 3w + 2 = 6w- 3w + 2 = 8, so this sequence fits 
in this gap as well. The construction from Table 4.12 gives the blue edges with odd 
lengths from 1 to w- 2 and the constructions from Tables 4.13 and 4.14 placed in 
the gaps as described here give vertex disjoint triangles for the blue edges with even 
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length · from 2 tow so this gives an L.x,m(1, .A) for w even. 
7w 5 
ow suppo e that w is odd. We wish to place an Ew- l whi h has length 3 + 3 
7w 7 
and an Ow which has length 3 + 2. The even sequence always fits in the smaller 
7w 5 7w- 5 
gap since 3 + 3 ~ m- 2 Th even sequence fits in the longer gap when 
7w 7 32w 
- + - ~ m - 3w + 1 which one again holds when n 2: - 3- + 5. Since w = 1 is 3 2 
covered by Theorem 3.2, the only missing cases are n = 12w + 1 when w = 3 and 
n = w + 1. When w = 3, an 0 3 is given by the sequence 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 1 1 1 which 
has 1 ngth 10, while under the further assumption that n = 12w + 1 the gap has 
size m- 3w + 2 = 6w- 3w + 2 = 10, o this sequence fit in this gap as well. The 
construction from Table 4.11 gives th blue dges with odd lengths from 1 to w - 2 
and the con tructions from Tables 4.13 and 4.14 placed in the gaps as described here 
give vertex disjoint triangles for the blue edges with even length from 2 to w so this 
gives an L.x,m(1, .A) for w odd. • 
4.4 Main Results 
We now hav the tools to present th main result. 
Theorem 4 . 7 If .A = 2w and n = 1 (mod 2.A) then a cyclic perfect T(U.xP2) triple 
system of order n exists, except pos ibly when n = 8w + 1. 
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PROOF: If .A is even, n = 1 (mod 2.A) , and n =F 8w + 1 then by Lemma 4.1 there exist 
vertex disjoint triangles with edge lengths from L>.,m(.Ap + 1, .A(p + 1)). Lemmas 4.2 
and 4.3 guarantee the existence of vertex disjoint triangles with edge lengths given by 
L>.,m(.A + 1, 2.A). The edge length from L>.,m(1, .A) are given in vertex disjoint triangl s 
by Lemma 4.4. 
All that remains to be shown is that taking the collection of the edge lengths in 
this way together with their orbits generates an appropriate decomposition. 
Fix p = 0 and iterate i. The differences in the first positions of the edge length 
triples, which will be the lengths of the blue edges, are 1, 2, ... , 2w. ow set p = 1 
and iterate i again from 0 to obtain t he lengths 2w + 1, 2w + 2, ... , 4w for the blue 
n- 1 
edges. Continuing in this manner, we obtain the lengths 1, 2, .. . , -
2
- for the blue 
edges. Since the orbit of such an edge contains n- 1 other edges of the same length, 
n(n- 1) 
we obtain the 
2 
edges of a copy of Kn coloured blue. 
Now looking at the second and third positions of the edge length triples, whi h 
give the lengths of the red edges, if we fix p = 0 and iterate i we get th dge 1 ngths 
1, 2, .. . , w - 1, w, m - w + 1, m - w + 2, ... , m - 1, m. Setting p = 1 and iterating i 
produces the edge lengths w + 1, w + 2, ... , 2w - 1, 2w, m - 2w + 1, m - 2w + 2, ... , m-
w - 1, m-w. If we cont inue to repeat this process then we obtain the r d edge lengths 
1,2, ... ,w +w = -- and m,m-1 ... ,m-w -w+1 = (
n-4w- 1) n- 1 ( n-4w-l) 
4w 4 4w 
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n-1 n-1 n-1 n+1 
-
2
- - -
4
- + 1 = -
4
- + 1 = -
4
-, which is all of th red edge l ngths from 1 
n-1 
tom=--. 
2 
Thu , every pos ible edge length occms once as a blue edge length and twice as a 
red edge l ngth. 
ow consider what happens when w take the orbit of a set of base triangle 
under E = (0 1 . . . n- 1). This new set of triangles will once again consist of disjoint 
3-cycles with th same lengths as before, but covering cliff rent edges. 
Consider a single edge of length d0 in a given set of bas triangles. The orbit of 
this edge contains n distinct edges with th same length do as the original edge. This 
is in fact, one copy of all possible edges of 1 ngth d0 . 
Now we count how many differen es ar giv n by the construction. Each L>.,m( >-.p+ 
n-4w - 1 
1, >-.(p+ 1)), 0 ::; p::; 
4
w , gives exactly 6).. edges which are translated n times. 
Overall, this means the construction produces 3n ( n ~ 1) edges. However, in 3Kn 
n-1 
each of the -
2
- distinct least po itive dge lengths occurs 3 times for every edg 
by n t imes for tran lations around, o the onstruction produces the same numb r of 
edge lengths as the total number in 3Kn. Sine we have shown that each dge length 
occurs at least 3 tim s, they must each occur exactly 3 tim s.• 
We illustrate the construction from Table 4.2 with an example. 
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Example 4 .8 Consider n = 25 and .A = 4 so that m = 12 and w = 2. We onstruct 
L4 ,12 (9, 12) using Table 4.2, L4,12 (5, 8) using Table 4 .10, and L4,12(1, 4) using Table 
4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. T he complete construction for a perfect T (U>.P2 ) triple system 
of order 25 is given in Table 4.15, where the double lines separate the sets of vert x 
disjoint triangles, and is illustrated in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 
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Figure 4.1: The base triangles for p = 0 in a T(U4P2) triple system with n = 25 
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4.4 MAIN RE ULTS 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(1' 12, 12) (0, 12, 24) 
(2 , 1, 1) (13, 14, 15) 
(3, 11 , 11) (23 , 9 20) 
(4 2, 2) (1, 3, 5) 
(5, 10, 10) (0, 10, 20) 
(6, 3, 3) (13 , 16, 19) 
(7, 9, 9) (3 , 12, 21) 
( 4, 4) (1, 5, 9) 
(9, ) (3, 12, 20) 
(10, 5, 5) (0, 5, 10) 
(11 , 7, 7) (4, 15, 22) 
(12, 6, 6) (1, 7, 13) 
Table 4.15: Construction of T(U4P2 ) for n = 25 
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4.4 MAIN RESULTS 
0 
5 
6 
• 
Figure 4.2: The base triangles for p = 1 in a T(u4P2 ) triple system with n = 25 
Corollary 4.9 shows that if A is any power of 2 then a perfect T(U>.P2) triple 
system of order n exists if and only if n = 1 (mod 2A) and n 2: 3A, except possibly 
when n = 4A + 1. 
Corollary 4 .9 If A = 211 , where v is any positive integer, then 3Kn ha a perfect 
decomposition into T(U>.P2) if and only if n = 1 (mod 211+1) and n 2: 3A, except 
possibly when n = 4A + 1. 
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4.4 MAIN RESULTS 
• 
Ts 
21 
• 
24 
23 • 
0 1 
2 
Figure 4.3: The base triangles for p = 2 in a T(U4P2 ) triple system with n = 25 
PROOF: If A is a power of 2 then it is also even, so the existence of a p rf ct T(U>.P2) 
triple system of order n given that n = 1 (mod 2"+1), n ~ 3-A, n =/= 8w + 1, follows 
from Theorems 4.7 and 3.2. 
We also know from Proposition 2.2 that such a decomposition exists only if n ~ 3A, 
n = 1 (mod 2) and n(n - 1) = 0 (mod 2-A), so suppose that n2 - n = 0 (mod 2"+1 ) . 
Since n is odd we can write n = [2x + 1] (mod 2"+1) where x is a natural number. 
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4.4 MAIN RESULTS 
Now w must have (2x + 1)2 - (2x + 1) = 0 (mod 211+1), from whi hit follows that 
2x(2x + 1) = 0 (mod 211+1) and h nee x(2x + 1) = 0 (mod 211 ). H w ver , if x ~ 1 
then (2x + 1)1211 which is a contradiction, o x= 0 and n = 1 (mod 211+1). • 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion and open problems 
We have determined t he spectra of perfect T(U>.P2 ) triple systems for the ase when ;\ 
is even and n = 1 (mod 2;\), and hav constructed such decompositions for all possible 
values ex ept for n = 4>. + 1. One generalization would b proving an analogous 
result for odd ;\, onstructing perfect T(U>.P2) triple systems for other solutions to 
the n ces ary condition is also an open problem. In particular, we b lieve that if p 
is an odd prime then the problem of determining the sp trum of perfect T(UpP2) 
triple sy tems would be tractable, since then the only other olutions to the necessary 
condition would ben = p (mod 2;\). Based on our results we mak Conj cture 5.1. 
Conjecture 5.1 A perf ect T(U>.P2) triple system of order n exist if and only if 
n(n- 1) = 0 (mod 2;\), n = 1 (mod 2) and n 2:: 3;\. 
DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
All of our construct ions hav b en cyclic in nature. It is natural to a k whether 
or not ther exist any perfect T(U;~.P2 ) triple systems which ar not cyclic. 
Open Problem 5.2 For what value of n and >. do perfect T(U;~.P2) triple systems 
which are not cyclic exist? 
Other op n problems include det rmining th spectra when G is a path or a cycle 
respectively, sine these decompo it ion problems have be n studi d in other cases 
before. 
Open Problem 5.3 What are the pectra for perfect T (Pm) and T(Cm) triple sys-
tems of order n respectively ? 
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Appendix A 
Constructing additional perfect 
T (P2 U P2 U P2) triple systems 
A.l Additional constructions for n _ 1 (mod 6) 
Triangle with dge lengths Vertices 
(1, 6, 6) (0, 1, 7) 
(2, 1, 1) ( , 9, 10) 
(3 5, 5) (3 6, 11) 
Table A.1: Construction for n = 13 for blue edges of lengths 6i + 1, 6i + 2, and 6i + 3 
A.2 ADDITIONAL ONSTRUCTIONS PORn=: 3 (mod 6) 
A.2 Additional constructions for n - 3 (mod 6) 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertice 
(2, 1, 3) (6, , 5) 
(3, 1, 2) (0, 3, 1) 
( 4, 2, 3) (2, 7, 4) 
Tabl A.2: Construction for n = 9 with blue edges of lengths 2, 3, and 4 
Triangl with edg lengths Vertices 
(2 , 1, 1) (7, 8, 9) 
(3 , 6, 6) (0, 6, 12) 
(4, 2 2) (1, 3, 5) 
Table A.3: Construction for n = 15 with blue edges of lengths 2, 3, and 4 
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A.2 ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS PORn := 3 (mod 6) 
----~-----------------
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2, 1, 1) (7, 8, 9) 
(3 , 7, 7) (0, 3, 10) 
(4, 2, 2) (2, 4, 6) 
Tabl A.4: Construction for n = 21 with blue edges of length 2 3, and 4 
Triangle with dge lengths Vertices 
(5, 5, 5) (0, 5, 10) 
(6, 3, 3) (3, 6, 9) 
(7 4, 4) (1, 8 12) 
Table A.5: Construction for n = 15 with blue edges of lengths 5, 6, and 7 
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Appendix B 
Constructions for n 1 (mod 2A), 
p 0, and p 1 when A is small 
We give explicit constructions for p = 0 and p = 1 for n = 1 (mod 2A.) when A. = 
4, 6, 8. This includes constructions for the case n = 8w+1, which we have not solved in 
general, but based in part on this evidence we would conjecture that perfect T(U>.P2) 
triple systems of order n = 4A. + 1 do in fact exist. 
B.1 ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR A = 4 
B .1 Additional constructions for A = 4 
Since A = 4 = 22 , n(n- 1) = 0 (mod 2A) = 0 (mod 23 ) if and only if n = 1 (mod ). 
We also require that n 2: 12. 
B .1.1 Constructions for p = 0 
The construction given in Table B.1 works for n > 17. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertic s 
(1, m, m) (0, 1, m + 1) 
(2, 1, 1) (m+6, m+7, m+ ) 
(3, m- 1, m - 1) (3 , 6, m + 5) 
(4, 2, 2) (5, 7,9) 
Table B.l: Construction for A = 4 and p = 0 
If n = 17 then we use the con tru tion in Table B.2. 
B.1.2 Constructions for p = 1 
Certainly, if m > 14 then n > 29 and the con truction in Tabl B.3 con i ts of distinct 
vertices. However, if n = 17 the construction still works since m = and m + 3 = 11 
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B .1 ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR A= 4 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(1, 8, 8) (0, 1, 9) 
(2, 1, 1) (14, 15, 16) 
(3, 7, 7) (3, 6, 13) 
(4, 2, 2) (8, 10, 12) 
Table B.2: Construction for A = 4 and p = 0 and n = 17 
are distinct from the constant vertices 6, 10, 14, etc. Similarly, if n = 25 then m = 12 
is di tinct from the constant vert ices. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(5 , m- 2, m- 2) (0, 5, m + 3) 
(6, 3, 3) (1, 4, 7) 
(7, m - 3, m - 3) (3, m, m + 7) 
(8 , 4, 4) (2, 6, 10) 
Table B.3: Construction for A = 4 and p = 1 
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B.2 ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR A= 6 AND n := 1 (mod 12) 
B.2 Additional constructions for A = 6 and n 1 
(mod 12) 
We consider n = 1 (mod 12) and n 2': 25. 
B.2.1 Constructions for p = 0 
The construction in Table B.4 works for all n 2': 25. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(1, m m) (0, 1, m + 1) 
(2, 1, 1) (m + 10, m + 11, m + 12) 
(3 , m- 1, m- 1) (3, 6, m + 5) 
(4, 2, 2) (7, 9, 11) 
(5, m- 2, m - 2) (5, 10, m + 8) 
(6, 3, 3) (m+3, m+6, m+9) 
Table B.4: Construction for A = 6 and p = 0 
B. 2 . 2 Constructions for p = 1 
The construction in Table B.S works for all n > 25. 
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B.3 ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR A = 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(7, m - 3, m- 3) (4, m+1, m+ ) 
(8, 4, 4) (3, 7 11) 
(9, m - 4, m- 4) (6, m + 2, m + 11) 
(10, 5, 5) (0, 5, 10) 
(11, m- 5, m- 5) (1, 12, m+7) 
(12, 6, 6) (m, m + 6, m + 12) 
Table B.5: Construction for A = 6 and p = 1 
This con truction does not work for n = 25 in which case w u th construction 
in Table B.6. 
B.3 Additional constructions for A = 
The necessary conditions are that n = 1 (mod 16) and that n ~ 24 so we require that 
n ~ 33. 
B.3.1 Constructions for p = 0 
The construction in Table B. 7 work for all n > 25. 
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B.3 ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR A = 8 
Triangle with edge lengths Vert ices 
(7, 9, 9) (6 , 15, 22) 
(8, 4, 4) (13, 17 21) 
(9, 8, 8) (3 , 11, 20) 
(10, 5, 5) (9, 14, 19) 
(11 , 7, 7) (0, 7, 1 ) 
(12, 6, 6) (4, 10, 16) 
Table B.6: Construction for A = 6 and p = 1 and n = 25 
Triangle wit h edge lengths Vertices 
(1, m, m) (0, 1, m + 1) 
(2 , 1, 1) (m + 11 , m + 12, m+ 13) 
(3 , m- 1, m- 1) (2, 5, m + 4) 
(4, 2, 2) (8, 10, 12) 
(5 , m - 2, m - 2) (4, 9, m + 7) 
(6 , 3, 3) (m + 2, m+5, m + 8) 
(7, m - 3, m - 3) (6, 13, m + 10) 
(8, 4, 4) (3, 7, 11) 
Table B.7: Construction for A = 8 and p = 0 
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B .3 ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR A = 
B.3.2 Constructions for p = 1 
Tthe con t ruction in Table B. work for all n > 31. 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(9, m- 4, m- 4) (4, 13, m + 9) 
(10, 5, 5) (2, 7, 12) 
(11 , m- 5, m- 5) (0, 11, m + 6) 
(12, 6, 6) (m+ 1, m+7, m+13) 
(13, m - 6, m - 6) ( , m + 2, m + 15) 
(14, 7, 7) (m - 2, m + 5, m + 12) 
(15, m - 7, m- 7) (6, m- 1, m + 14) 
(16, , ) (m,m + , m + 16) 
Table B.8: Construction for A = 8 and p = 1 
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Appendix C 
Additional constructions for 
n 4.\ + 1 and p 1 
We note that in this case, since n = w + 1 and p = 1 includes th ind xing differenc s 
n-1 ). + 1 = 2w + 1, 2w + 2, ... , 4w = 2). = -
2
-, the non-indexing diff rences are in fa t 
2w consecutive integers. This l ads to more elegant constructions if w = 0, 2 (mod 3); 
but causes considerable difficulty in th as w = 1 (mod 3). 
We b gin with the con tructions for w = 0, 2 (mod 6) , which ar giv n in Table 
C.1 where 0 ::; i ::; w22 . 
Here is a justification that the positions are distinct: 
• i < w - i - 1 < w + i < 2w - i + 1 < 2w + i + 1 < 3w + 3i + 3 
ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS F'OR n = 4A + 1 AND p = 1 
------------~---------------------
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2w + 1 + 4i, 3w - 2i, 3w - 2i) (i, 3w- i, 6w- 3i) 
(2w + 2 + 4i, w + 2i + 1, w + 2i + 1) (7w- 3i- 1, 8w- i, w + i) 
(2w+3+4i, 3w -1- 2i, 3w -1-2i) (4w + 3i + 2, 7w + i + 1, 2w- i- 1) 
(2w + 4 + 4i, w + 2i + 2, w + 2i + 2) (w- i- 1, 2w + i + 1, 3w + 3i + 3) 
Table C.l: Construction for n = w + 1 w = 0, 2 (mod 6), p = 1 
• 2w + i + 1 < 4w + 3i + 2 
• 3w + 3i + 3 ¢ 4w + 3i + 2 (mod 3) 
• 3w + 3i + 3 < 9w < Qw+2 < 6w - 3i 
- 2 2 -
• 4w + 3i + 2 ¢ 6w- 3i (mod 3) 
• 4w + 3i + 2 < llw- 2 < llw+4 < 7w - 3i - 1 
- 2 2 -
• 6w - 3i ¢ 7w - 3i- 1 (mod 3) 
• 6w - 3i < 7w + i + 1 
• 7w - 3i - 1 < 7w + i + 1 < w - i ~ w 
The same construction will also work for w = 3, 5 (mod 6), with only a slight 
modification b cause A = 2 (mod 4); this is given in Table .2 where 0 ~ i ~ w21 
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ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR n = 4,\ + 1 AND p = 1 
and 0 < J. < w - 3 . 
- - 2 
Triangle with edge lengths Vert ices 
(2w + 1 + 4i, 3w - 2i, 3w - 2i) (i, 3w - i, 6w - 3i) 
(2w + 2 + 4i, w + 2i + 1, w + 2i + 1) (7w - 3i - 1, 8w - i , w + i) 
(2w + 3+4j, 3w-1-2j , 3w- 1- 2j ) (4w+ 3j + 2, 7w+ j + 1, 2w - j -1) 
(2w+4 + 4j, w + 2j + 2, w+ 2j + 2) ( w - j - 1, 2w + j + 1, 3w + 3 j + 3) 
Table C.2: Construction for n = 8w + 1, w = 3, 5 (mod 6), p = 1 
Unfortunately w = 1, 4 (mod 6) requires a more nuanced approach. We follow a 
similar patt ern to t he previous constructions in this subsection, except we have to 
shift one set of differences to t he end. The construct ions for w = 1 (mod 6) and w = 4 
(mod 6) are given in Table C.3, with 0 :S .e :S w2l, 0 :S i :S w23 , 1 :S j :S w23 ; and in 
Table C.4, wit h 0 :S i :S I - 1, 1 :S j :S I - 1 respect ively. 
Since this construction is significant ly different from the last , we once again argu 
that the positions are distinct . 
• i < w - e - 1 < w + j - 1 < 2w - e - 1 < 2w + .e < 3w - i - 1 < 3w + 3.e + 1 
• 3w - i - 1 < 4w + 3f - 1 
• 3w + 3f + 1 ;;f. 4w + 3f- 1 (mod 3) 
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ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR n = 4,\ + 1 AND p = 1 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2w + 1 + 4£, 3w - 2£, 3w - 2£) ( 4w - 1 + 3£, 7 w - 1 + t' , 2w - 1 - e) 
(2w + 2 + 4£, w + 1 + 2£, w + 1 + 2£) (w - 1 - t', 2w + t' , 3w + 1 + 3e) 
(2w+3+4i, 3w-1-2i, 3w-1-2i) (i , 3w- 1- i, 6w- 2- 3i) 
(2w+4+4j, w+2+2j, w + 2+2j) (7w - 4 - 3j, 8w - 2 - j, w - 1 + j) 
(2w + 4, w + 2, w + 2) (6w- 4, 7w- 2, 8w) 
Table C.3: Construction for n = 8w + 1, w = 1 (mod 6) , p = 1 
• 3w + 3£ + 1 < Qw-l < Qw+5 < 6w - 3i - 2 
- 2 2 -
• 4w + 3£ - 1 =/= 6w - 3i - 2 (mod 3) 
• 4w + 3£- 1 < llw- 5 < llw+l < 7w- 3]. - 4 
- 2 2 -
• 6w - 3i- 2 =/= 7w - 3j - 4 (mod 3) 
• 6w - 3i - 2 < 6w - 4 
• 7w - 3j - 4 =/= 6w - 4 < 7w + t' - 1 
• 7w - 3i - 1 < 7w + t' - 1 
• 7w - 4 - 3j < 7w - 2 < 8w - j - 2 
• 7w + t' - 1 < 8w - j - 2 < 8w 
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ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR n = 4). + 1 AND p = 1 
Triangle with edge lengths Vertices 
(2w + 1 + 4i , 3w - 2i, 3w - 2i) ( 4w - 1 + 3i , 7w- 1 + i, 2w- 2 - i) 
(2w + 2 + 4i, w + 2i + 1, w + 2i + 1) (w - 1- i, 2w + i, 3w + 1 + 3i) 
(2w+3 + 4i, 3w-1-2i, 3w-1-2i) (i, 3w - i- 1, 6w - 2 - 3i) 
(2w+ 4 + 4j, w + 2j + 2, w + 2j + 2) (7w - 4 - 3j , 8w - 2 - j, w - 1 + j ) 
(2w + 4, w + 2, w + 2) (6w -4, 7w -2, 8w) 
Table C.4: Construction for n = 8w + 1, w = 4 (mod 6) , p = 1 
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